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'Editorial

A New Civil Rights Issue

This issue ofNew Perspectives considers for the first time some of the basic

questions surrounding the "Baby Doe" controversy—namely, who should

hold the power and bear the responsibility for granting or denying medical

treatment to infants born with severe mental and/or physical disabilities. It has

sparked a heated debate between civil rights activists, public interest groups

and policy makers trying to define the line between private choices and public

responsibilities for the nondiscriminatory care of the newly born. Medical

progress in sustaining the lives of imperiled infants has created new challenges

to accepted legal and moral standards, forcing the courts and legislatures to

confront decisions that, until recently, did not have to be made. The
Commission's interest in this difficult issue stems directly from the question of

whether or not certain decisions affecting the care provided to handicapped

infants constitute an act of discrimination against them or a denial of their

equal protection under the Constitution.

In her article, Naomi Munson asserts that the denial of treatment is an overt

and intentional act of discrimination, one equivalent to infanticide.

Consequently, government intervention on behalf of the child is, in her

opinion, a just and necessary application of federal law, regardless of the

infant's condition or the desires of parents and their doctors. Professors

Blumstein and Smith, on the other hand, believe that the selective treatment of

imperiled infants does not necessarily violate civil rights or criminal statutes.

They argue that parents and physicians, who must bear the primary

responsibility for the "best interests of the child," be allowed some

discretionary autonomy in such circumstances.

The two articles in this issue of New Perspectives represent the first of

several inquiries the Commission plans to make into the "Baby Doe" debate.

In coming months, the Commission will sponsor a public hearing in order to

further investigate what promises to be one of the most controversial and

debated new issues in civil rights for the coming vears.H

L.C.
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Since the

MOYN1HAN
Report. .

.

b\ Blanche Bernstein

In March 1965, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, then head ol the

( >llite ofPlanning and Research in the U.S. Department of

Labor, authored a report entitled The Negro Family: The

Case foi Valional Action.* li is fascinating to reread it almost 20

years later; n is also instructive to review its major thesis, the

reaction to it, developments since its publication, and consider

again the case (or national a< tion.

Moynihan warmh welcomed the establishment ol the Presi-

dent's Committee on Equal Opportunity, the Manpower Devcl-

opmenl and framing Act ol 1 <M>2. the Economic Opportunity

Act of 1964, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, all efforts to

improve the economic position of blacks, abolish poverty, and

eliminate legal and formal discrimination against blacks. The
report also eloquent lv and s\ uipai bet it alls describes in the chap-

ter on the "Roots of the Problem" the ill effects of the period of

slavery, the frequently high levels ol unemployment and low

wages, and inferior education on the structure antl well-being of

the black t.unih

But as Moynihan studied the economic and demographic

trends evident in available data l"i 1940-1963, he foresaw a

serious clash between the newly enunciated black goals of achiev-

ing not jusl equal opportumt\ bin equal itstills—in the sense of a

c (imp.uable distribution ol income, education etc. as between

whites antl nonwhites—antl what he i elei red to as the crumbling

Blanche Bernstein, formerly administratoi ofthe New York City

llum.ii} Resources Administration (1978-79) and deputy com-

missioner. New York Si. tie Department of Social Services

1 1975-77). recentl) retired as directoi ofthe Social Policy Re-

search Institute, Nen School ofSocial Research. She is author ol

numerous books and articles on welfare policy, including The

Politics ofWelfare: The New YorkCit) Experience, 1982.

' I he report itsell t/ot-s nut indicate any individual authorship,

only thegovernment agent \ which issued it, butis wellknownas

the Moynihan Report andhe took the brunt ofthe attack against

it Beginning unit the s« ondhalfofthe 1960s the word "Negro"

became a term <>l opprobrium -mil "blai k "came mm use. In this

article, Ifollow current usage, unless 1 .mi quoting

Illustrations by Michael David Brown



dl the black family. He noted thai the white family "has achieved

,i high degree ol stability" and is maint; ng it, bul in contrast,

"the family structure <>l lowei < l.iss Negroes is highly unstable,

,iikI in many urban centers is approaching complete breal

down." He ,i<l(ie<l thai "so long as this situation persists, the

cycle of poverty and disadvantage will continue to repeal itself

and he called for national action "directed to a new kind ol

national goal: the establishment of a stable Negro family

structure."

Did the report bring about a widespread public recognition ol

the role of family stability in improving the economic and social

situation of blacks and a plan for national action? Quite the

contrary: it elicited a sustained, vociferous attack from black

leaders and many liberal white opinion makers. Moynihan was

labeled racist and reactionary, as was anyone else who argued

similarly in the ensuing years. And this despite the fact that some

outstanding blacks had already written, or were to write in a

similar vein: among others, E. Franklin Frazier in 1939 and

Andrew Brimmer, then a member of the Federal Reserve Board,

who in 1970, while noting the significant economic progress

made by blacks during the 1960s, pointed out the deepening

schism in the black community evident "above all in the dramatic

deterioration in the position of Negro families headed by a

female." Despite those and some other voices raised in defense

of the Moynihan thesis, the overwhelming reaction in terms of its

influence on public policy was one of rejection. Some defended

early child bearing on the grounds that black girls were more

mature than whites and even plans to expand family planning

services to blacks were labeled genocide.

As in the period prior to the passage of equal opportu-

nity and civil rights legislation, the focus of attention

of black leaders and others remained on denial of

civil rights, discrimination, unemployment and low wages. At the

1980 White House Conference on Families and Children,

though President Carter began with the notion of strengthening

the intact family, an HEW task force urged a more "neutral"

model as the liberal goal; the task force won. As a result, the

White House Conference degenerated into a conference on ways

of aiding any and all types of families rather than focussing on

the intact family. Indeed, the intact family got short shrift in the

proceedings, and little consideration, if any, was given to possi-

ble programs for the prevention of family break-up or the

nonformation of families.

During the almost 20 years since the publication of the Moyni-

han Report, has the economic and social situation of blacks

improved and what do the data which became available in this

period tell us about the current situation of the black family and

its impact on their well-being?

Between 1940 and 1960-64 (the period examined in the

Report), Moynihan found that the rate of black births out-of-

wedlock had risen from 17 to 24 percent of all live births; the

comparable figures for whites was from two to three percent.

Between 1950 and 1960 the ratio of female-headed black families

rose from 18 to 21 percent; among whites the figure was un-

changed at about nine percent. The big increase in the indices of

the deterioration of the black family were yet to come. At the

beginning of the 1980s, the proportion of black families headed

b\ women bad rea< bed 1 1 p<n <m , almost .i doubling ol the ratio

in two decades. It should be noted thai the increase in families

headed b\ a woman as .i result ol divorce, desertion oi non-

formation ol .i l.iiniK is evident among .ill income and ethnic

groups, bul among whiles h reached 12 percent and among
I lisp. in K s, 20 percent, as compared to II percent among blacks.

Does family structure make ,i difference in funs ol the

family's standard ol living? Indeed ii does In general il lakes

about 1.3 wage- earners pet four-person family to achieve the

Bureau of Labor Statistics lower-level Standard ol living

($15,323 in 1981 prices—later figures have nol yet been

published), 1.7 for the moderate Ic-yel ($24,407) and two

earners for the higher level ($38,060) I he female-headed family

is clearly at a serious disadvantage with limited opportunities for

moving up the ec onomil ladder. The data on the family charac-

teristic s of those in poverty arc- even more compelling. In 1982

only eight percent of two-parenl families were poor compared to

36 percent of female-headed families. Among intact families with

two wage earners, only five percent of white families, nine

percent of black families, and 12 percent of Hispanic families

were poor.

Between 1969 and 1975 the number of
poor blackfamilies headed by women
soared by 64 percent, accountingfor
all the increases in the number ofpoor
blackfamilies.

During the 1960s, the blackAvhite income ratio improved

—

from 54 percent in 1959 to 63 percent in 1968—though the

differential remained substantial. But the differential widened

again in the 1970s. According to an analysis published in 1981.

"a fundamental reason for the deterioration of the black/white

income ratio between 1970 and 1976 is the substantially faster

rate of growth of female-headed families among blacks than

among yvhites. In fact, if the patterns of family composition that

existed in 1970 had been present in 1978. the blackAvhite

income gap would have been narrowed in that period bv five

percentage points. If one yvent back to 1960. the gain would have

been greater."' And it yvas Dr. Robert Hill of the National Urban

League who pointed out that the number of poor black families

rose by 19 percent between 1969 and 1975 due to the sharp rise

of black families headed bv women. While the number of poor

black families headed by men fell by 34 percent— the number of

poor black families headed bv women soared bv 64 percent,

accounting for all the increase in the number of poor black

families.

Perhaps the most vulnerable of the female-headed families are

those headed by a teenager or a mother w ho yvas a teenager when

she had her first child. A study published bv the Urban Institute

found that women who were teenagers at the birth of their first

child account for more than half of total AFDC expenditures in

the country and comprise an astounding 71 percent of all AFDC
mothers under 30 years of age.

2

Teenage mothers under 16 incur the most long-term disad-

vantages. They exhibit a high dropout rate from school, have
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larger families, less opporiunii\ foi employment and lowei

eai nings when the) do work. Furthei . the) are more like!) to find

themselves and their children trapped in long- term poverty with

its harmful consequences foi health, housing, learning, and

social development.

Reviewing trends from 1040 to 1060. Moynihan ahead) ex-

pressed concern about the fact that black women were having

babies at \ounger ages but the problem then u.is still ot modest

dimension. It was not until the '60s and '70s that teenage

pregnant \ grew to enormous proportions and became the single

most important cause of long-term povet i\

A lew figures are necessary to delineate the growth and size of

the problem, as well as its impact on the well-being ol the major

ethnic communities. The number of teenage out-of-wedlock

bii ihs i , .se from 1 .700 in 1 960 to 262,500 in 1979; if one counts

onlv those under 17. the increase is from 48,300 to 129,500.

While out -ol- wedlock teenage births have increased more rap-

idl\ among whites than among blacks, the rate of 15 births to

unmarried teenagers per 1,000 white births is still far below the

rate of 87 for blacks. In 1971. of all females 15-19 years old,

eight pei (tut conceived a child; b\ 1070 the figure had risen to

12 percent, or one out of nine teenagers. Births have also

increased among children 13-15 years old. Some 1.3 million

children in this countrv live with teenage mothers; an additional

1 ,6 million children under live years of age live with mothers who

were teenagers when the) gave birth.

Perhaps even more revealing than the data on births to

teenagers are the trends in teenage sexual activity and

its outcome. Between 1971 and 1979, while the number

ol teenagers 15 to 19 rose by six percent, the number who were

sexuall) active almost doubled; from 2.5 to 4.7 million. Among
whites the figure went from 41 percent to 65 percent; among

blacks, from 78 percent to 89 percent. Further, the number of

teenagers who conceived a child was about double the number

who 4.1V e bulb out-of-wedlock. In other words, about hall the

conceptions terminated in an abortion or miscarriage, mainly (he

former.

I he acceleration of family breakup and teenage pregnane)

were reflected not onlv m a tripling of the welfare caseload

dining the 1960s and further substantial increases until the

mid-1970s, but in the increase in crime, juvenile delinquency,

and drug use, with the youngsters on welfare disproportionately

represented in all those areas as well as among school dropouts.

I he "tangle ol pathology" has become ever more tangled.

One cannot put all the blame for this dismaying picture on

unemployment, or even on discrimination, though racial dis-

I I immation has not vet been eliminated from our society. Moyni-

han traced a positive correlation between black unemployment

rates and famil) instabilit) for the two decades he studied but he

noted that this connection appeared to have been broken m
1962-3; at that time he could onlv wondei whethei n was the

beginning of a trend. It was. From the earlv '60s to the earlv '70s

unemployment declined from an overall rate of about six pen en t

to three to four percent and though unemployment lor blacks

remained higher than that for whites, it too de< lined We were in

fact in a tight labor market.

And vet, these were the vcrv years of tin- explosion in the

welfare caseload .u\A the increasing evidence ol «« i.il patholog)

What was overlooked during this period of turbulence—when

there was concern about the continued existence ol povert)

within the country; evidence oi continuing though diminishing

discrimination against blacks and other minorities; and violent

reaction, as reflected in riots in man) cities, to what was per-

i eived as past and < in lent Injustices—was the enormous growth

in female-headed families because of family break-up m.imlv .is ,i

result of teenage child-bearing. For more than two decades, the

problem was largely ignored by the black community. In .4

Statistical Overview oi Hl.uk America published bv the National

Urban league in December, 1982. the family structure explana-

tion ol the- economic disorder which had befallen blacks was

disc (muted with the statement that "People are not poor because

thev are female and household heads; they are poor because the)

do not have jobs or adequate income." And the subject of black

famil) structure was taboo among a significant section of the

white communit) as well. Onlv recently has this changed.

Perhaps even more revealing than the

data on births to teenagers are the

trends in teenagers sexual activity and
its outcome.

At first onlv individual black voices were heard—William

Raspbcrrv in the Washington Post. Robert Curvin in the .Yen

)otk Times, William Haskins of the National Urban League,

among others. The) were saving publid) thai in effect the blacks

needed to concern themselves about the structure of the black

family and particularly with teenage pregnancy. The majot

breakthrough came with the publication of a pamphlet in June.

1983 entitled .4 PolicyFramework forRacialJustice, issued bv 30

liberal black leaders (known as The Tarrvlown Group) and

members ol the Black Leadership Forum. These leaders list the

following as the most urgent problems to be tackled to bring

poor blacks into the mainstream: progress in the economy, the

condition ot the black famil) dm emphasis) and educational

opportunity. The) add that unless major efforts are made quickly

"The condition ol a large portion of the black population will

deteriorate beyond the point where any program of action can be

effective." On the subject of teenagers they say "Teenagers and

voting men and women need to be encouraged to pursue train-

ing, work, and personal development while thev delay pregnancy

and famil) formation" and further that "For young people, there

is a special need lor sex education and education about the

importance ol del. ning sex. pregnancy and marriage (my

emphasis i

1 Ik- issuance ol I /'"// (
i
Framework for RacialJustice served

to galvanize the black communit) to action on a national si ale. It

was followed within a vear bv a Black Family Summit Conference

called bv the National Association for the Advancement ol

Colored 1'eople and the National Urban League. 1 he news

release issued at the end ol the conferetK e, M.iv 5, 1081. ( onlams

language not heard for manv ve.ns; lor example John Jacobs,

President ol M I warned that "some ol our problems mav be
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self-inflicted, that we may have allowed our just anger at what

America has done to obscure our own need for self-discipline

and strengthened community values."

Hitherto, thefoundations approached
these issues very cautiously, concerned
that they might be considered racist.

If one reads through the summary recommendations of each

of the ten task forces established at the conference, it is not

difficult to be critical of its laundry list aspect or the lack of

specificity <>1 many of the recommendations. What is more

important, however, is the recognition of the nature of the

problem and the beginning effort to outline a strategy for

dealing with it, a strategy which clearlv must stress the economic

and social advantages of family stability and the behavior neces-

sary to achieve it and not rest solely on an appeal to morality.

.

The public recognition bv black leaders of the respon-

sibility of the black community for improvement in

the structure of the black family and for persuading

teenagers and young people, boys and girls alike, to postpone

sexual activity and pregnancy has also made it easier for the

white-sponsored foundations and other philanthropic organiza-

tions to assist in developing and funding necessary programs,

and also to evaluate the effectiveness of different approaches.

Hitherto, the foundations approached these issues very cau-

tiously, concerned that they might be considered racist.

I he importance of evaluation of the effectiveness of programs

cannot be overemphasized. The belated recognition of the

causes of poverty among blacks in the 1960s and onward—not to

be confused with the causes of poverty in the 1930s or earlier

—

have resulted in a problem of enormous size and complexity. No
one knows exactly how to promote family stability and persuade

teenage boys and girls to postpone sexual activity after two

decades of permissiveness and the erosion of earlier held values.

Efforts to develop programs of any major scope are no more than

two years old and some remain statements of intention rather

than programs which can be implemented beginning next

month. One of the early ones—Teaching Teens to Say No

—

begun on a demonstration basis in Cleveland and Atlanta and

now being carried out on a large scale in the schools in Atlanta, is

being evaluated bv the Ford Foundation. Governor Mario

Cuomo of New York has initiated a program on adolescent

pregnancy which is, however, still largely on the drawing board

and the New York City public school system has within recent

months initiated an updated sex education curriculum dealing

with teenage pregnancy among other issues. Other efforts are

underway in various cities sponsored by various foundations.

What is needed is a national central repository of information on

what programs are being tried, and which show promise of

success under what circumstances, so that scarce resources are

not wasted on reinventing the wheel, especially w'heels that don't

turn.

Government at all levels should join in the effort to strengthen

the black family in appropriate ways. The federal government

might well fund the national depository of information sug-

gested above. Washington and the states should focus more

attention and resources on advancing the educational achieve-

ment of the children in welfare families since there is a positive

correlation between progress in schools and delaying sexual

activity. The names and addresses of the roughly 8 million

children in the nation on welfare are known to local welfare

departments. But little is done to provide extra assistance to

them in the early years of schooling though it is known that they

are disproportionately represented among school dropouts. If

the effort is not made in the early grades we will continue to face

a costly remediation effort—as we are now—in the high schools

and even the colleges, as we seek with only limited success to

prepare them for the existing opportunities in the world of work.

It is urgent that the effort to postpone teenage sexual activity

succeed if we are to avoid the heavy costs to society of teenage

child bearing and the even heavier costs to the teenager, her

child, and the black community, as well as the costs of continuing

c onllii l between blacks, whites and other ethnic groups over the

distribution of the nation's product. Moynihan yvas right. H

EndNotes
'Steven H. Sandell, Family Income in the 1970s: I'hc Demographics

nl lil.uk/Whnv Pitlerences. I diurnal Analysis Paper No. 23, U.S. Dept.

of Health and Human Services, December 1981, Office of Planning and
Evaluation, Office ol Income Security Policy Evaluation.

Knsiin \ M r and Manila F Burl, finale Crisis. Public Cost:

I'oht i I'erspet ti\e on I ecu Age Child Rearing. It ban Institute. Wash-
ington, D.C . 1981.
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SENIORITY:
NotFbrWhites

Only
by Arch Puddington

The Supreme Court's June decision in the Memphis

Firefighters case appears to have gone a long «a\

towards settling the question ol whether seniority

systems can he ahrogaled in order to protect the johs of minori-

ties or women. Bv affirming the validity of seniority systems

which do not, on their face, discriminate against hlack workers,

the Court at once has achieved several things. First, it has upheld

the legitimacy of one of the most fundamental institutions of

industrial relations. Second, the Court has resolved a contro-

versy bearing a far greater potential for interracial strife than the

various issues raised by either the Bakke or Weber reverse

discrimination cases. Finally, the ruling in the Memphis case

(Firelighters Local Union \o. 1 784 v. Stotts) suggests that, in the

future, the Court will be somewhat more reluctant to approve the

judicially directed restructuring ol America's social, educational,

or economic institutions in order to promote affirmative action

goals.

The modification of seniority has occupied a place on the

agenda of many civil rights organizations for some time now.

The predominant attitude was probably best reflected in a 1977

report issued by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Entitled

Last Hired, First Fired: Minorities and Civil Rights, this report

was strongly endorsed by most civil rights organizations,

women's groups, and affirmative action specialists. The report

concluded that seniority systems, while bv-and-large raciallv

neutral on their face, represented a major barrier to the eco-

nomic advancement of minorities and women. Remedial action

was called for, and in the report's most controversial proposal,

the Commission urged the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission to issue guidelines "based on the principle, explic-

itly stated, that all seniority-based layoff policies should be

invalid as they apply to any work force that does not mirror the

relevant labor market and [whose] composition cannot be ex-

plained successfully bv the employer." In other words, if the

percentage of minority or women workers at a particular com-

pany or government agency does not at least equal the percent-

age of minority or women workers in the local labor force, then

the seniority principle could not by itself determine who was to

Arch Puddington is executive director ofthe League for indus-

trial Democracv in Sew York Citv.
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be laid odor rehired.

In lieu of seniority, the Commission recommended die adop-

tion ol vai ions kinds of work-sharing ai rangements. Bui in those

cases where agreement on such alternatives < onld nol be rea< In d

through the collective hat gaining proc ess, the Commission ( ame

down four-square for government initiatives to modify tradi-

tional seniority practices. Among the specific ideas proposed l>\

the Commission were inverse seniority, with senior workers

accepting layoffs, with compensation, and the establishment ol

separate seniority lists for blacks, women and white males. Under

the latter scheme, layolfs (and rehires) would be apportioned on

a ratio basis. Thus if women comprised 20 percent of the

workforce, no more than 20 percent of those fired could be

women.
That the sweeping changes urged by the Commission were

never taken up by the EEOC or other federal agencies having

jurisdiction over civil rights enforcement was not due to any

principled opposition to altering seniority by government fiat.

The principal constraints rather were the general reluctance of

the courts to modify seniority systems (except in those cases

where specific workers could demonstrate that they had been

victimized by a seniority provision formulated with the intent to

discriminate) and because of strong political opposition, espe-

cially from non-minority male workers and their trade unions.

Labor's position is hardly surprising, given the fact that seniority

provisions are contained in most collective bargaining agree-

ments and in the overwhelming number of contracts in the

industrial sector. It is worth noting, however, that seniority is not

merely one item in the long list of policies and practices gained

by workers through collective bargaining. For the labor move-

ment—and indeed for most American workers—seniority is cen-

tral to the attainment of fair treatment at the workplace, an

institutional guarantee against prejudice, arbitrariness, favorit-

ism or whim in the determination of some of the most basic

issues of the workplace.

The most important effect ofseniority
was to give individuals a property
right to theirjob.

With the notable exception of the railroad industry, seniority

systems were practically unknown in American industry prior to

the 1930s. In most industries, management, usually the foreman,

had the sole power over who was hired, laid off, rehired, trans-

ferred or promoted. In practice, this often meant that employees

did not know from one day to the next whether there would be

work for them at the factory. During campaigns to organize

workers in the basic industries, the promise that union represent-

ation would lead to the introduction of seniority often proved to

be the crucial point in persuading a worker to support unioniza-

tion. The history of organizing efforts in the electrical industry

suggests the high degree to which workers valued seniority. Prior

to the 1930s, the major corporations of the industry—General

Electric, Westinghouse, etc.—had been highly successful in

maintaining a non-union work force. Moreover, by carefully

ciii iing .1 paternalistic frameworl ol policies, benefits, and

recreational opportunities, the industry accomplished us objec-

tive without resorting to the strong arm tactics which marked
steel, auto and othei industries In this whole scheme ol things,

the granting of seniority by the companies played > central role

So much so, in fact, that when, with the onset ol the Depression,

the i ompanies withdrew scnioiils lights, workers in the industry

who had nevei before displayed particulai sympathy lor unions

suddenly became enthusiastic union partisans, and the industry

giants were almost completely organized.

From the point of view of trade union leaders, seniority

represents something more than a mechanism to regularize

layoffs, rehires and promotion policies. Inherent in the imple-

mentation of seniority systems is an important participatory

dimension. Union members discussed, debated, and ultimately

decided how seniority was to be applied at a particular work-

place. In some cases, plant-wide systems were selected; in others,

different seniority lists for the various job categories won the

support of the majority. In the process, a worker's sense of union

loyalty was solidified, as was his feeling that he was now partici-

pating in a form of industrial democracy previously unknown in

the U.S.

The widespread adoption of seniority also produced a dra-

matic change in the relationship between workers and manage-

ment. Where previously management had enjoyed absolute con-

trol over all aspects of personnel policy, now emplovers found

their latitude substantially constricted. Indeed, while corpora-

tions ultimately acquiesced in the seniority demands of unions,

they did so reluctantly, arguing that senioritv had a detrimental

effect on productivity and efficiency. It is, in fact, undeniable that

the acceptance of seniority as a normal part of industrial rela-

tions entails a trade-off between efficiency and equitv. Nor does

seniority guarantee absolute justice. Under seniority provisions,

there are occasions when less senior but more competent work-

ers will be laid off or denied promotion. Since man has never

devised a system providing total justice, the fairest solution is the

one which appeals to the greatest number. In this context,

seniority has been repeatedly and overwhelmingly ratified bv

American workers as the most equitable way of selecting between

competing claims for jobs. For labor unions, senioritv has the

added benefit of leading to an enhancement of solidantv. as

members are no longer set one against the other in a ceaseless

rivalry over work.

As a number of observers have pointed out, the most impor-

tant effect of seniority was to give individual workers a propertv

right to their job. Given the stake which workers have in protect-

ing the seniority principle, the demand to modify or weaken

seniority in the name of affirmative action represents a more
controversial proposal than hiring new employees on the basis of

racial or sexual preference. Under quota hiring formulas those

adversely affected are white males who are prospective jobhold-

ers; they are penalized insofar as an employment opportunity has

been postponed or lost altogether. The modifications of senior-

ity, on the other hand, penalizes workers who alreadv hold a

particularjob and who mav have held thatjob for manv years.

Like many aspects of American life, senioritv systems in the

past were sometimes written so as to directly discriminate against

black and occasionally women workers. In some industries, the
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railroads in particular, collective bargaining contracts often

tailed lor separate seniority lists for black and white workers, a

device which effectively prevented blacks from competing foi

better-paying jobs. Seniority systems in other industries, while

not overtlv discriminatory, had the clear effect of inhibiting the

integration of the higher skilled and better paid crafts within

industrial enterprises.

Todav, of course, the overtl) discriminator) effects of senior-

ity are no longer at issue. Those instances where seniority

reinforced segregated job patterns have been effectively dealt

with by federal law, the courts, and through voluntary agree-

ment reached by unions, employers and minority workers

I'nder debate, rather, is whether even when formulated in .1

racially and sexually neutral way, seniority unfairly penalizes

minority and women workers by inhibiting their entrance into

jobs traditionally dominated by white males. As late arrivals in

many of the occupations where seniority clauses are in force, it is

contended, blacks and women are particularly vulnerable to

downturns in the economy. In this view, seniority as an institu-

tion reinforces the current effects of past discrimination. Those

favoring government or court directed alterations in seniority

believe that the normal functioning of seniority systems should

be precluded until that time in the future when minorities and

women achieve representation throughout the various segments

of the job market roughly equal to their presence in the popula-

tion. Thus the 1977 Civil Rights Commission report does not

limit its recommendations to those instances where individual

workers are the victims of bias or even where employers have

been found guilty of a pattern of racial or sexual exclusion. The

Commission instead asked that seniority clauses be adjusted in

each and every case where women or minority workers were

"underrepresented," an idea which, if seriously implemented,

would lead to the penalization of literally thousands of white

male workers bearing no responsibility for past or present injus-

tices done to blacks or women.

T he series of events whi< h led to the StOttS case began

111 1974, when the city of Memphis entered into a

consent agreement under which it pledged to in-

crease minority hiring in the fire department. 1 liree years later,

in 1977, Carl Stotts, a black captain in the department, tiled a

class action suit in federal court charging the <n\ wiih racial

discrimination in its hiring and promotion policies. In 1980, the

sun was settled under terms of a consent decree overseen b\ the

Inited States District Court for the Western District ofTennes-

see. The consent agreement called foi the city to immediately.

hue 13 named blacks and to provide back pay for 81 blacks

already serving in the fire department. On a broader level, the

citv agreed to a long-term goal of increasing the percentage of

black firefighters to a level approximately equal to the propoi

tion of blacks in the Memphis labor market, which al the nine was

over 30 percent. To this end, the city established a goal of filling

50 percent ofjob vacancies in the lire department with qualified

black applicants. As an additional goal, the cits agreed n> tr\ to

fill 20 percent of promotions with black applicants lleie n

should be stressed that the city's record on minoril\ lining sum e

the original 1974 consent decree demonstrated thai genuine

efforts were being made to increase the number of black fire-

fighters. Between 1974 and 1980, when the second consent

dec ice was formulated, 56 percent of new hires bv the fire

department were black and the percentage of blacks in the

department had increased from between three and four percent

lo over 1 1 pen cm
In May, 1981, the cit\ announced that due to a budget crisis a

number of members of the lire department were to be laid off,

and that the layoffs would proceed under the traditional "last in.

first out" provision ol the city's collective bargaining contract

with the firelighters' union. The consent decree which had

established the guidelines for the fire department's affirmative

action program included no mention of seniority as the basis for

determining layoffs. Nonetheless, the respondents in the origi-

nal suit requested that the federal district court issue a restrain-

ing order forbidding the layoff of any black firefighters. The
court subsequently directed the city to fashion a plan under

which layoffs would proceed in such a way as not to reduce the

percentage of minority workers in a series of job categories.

Ultimately, the cm laid of! 24 firefighters, three of whom were

black. Had strict seniority practices obtained, six of the laid off

firefighters would have been black. Thus the court order penal-

ized three white firefighters and an unspecified number of whites

who were demoted in rank under seniority bumping privileges.

I he distrii 1 court's decision was later upheld on appeal by the

Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.

In overturning the lower court rulings, the Supreme Court

relied largely <>n the non-discriminatory provisions of the Civil

Rights Ac 1 of 1964, as well as that law's clear statement proicc 1-

ing seniority systems (providing they are not implemented with .1

disi riminatory intent). Section 703(h) declared that "it shall not

be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to apply

different standards of compensation, or different terms, condi-

tions, or privileges of employment pursuant to a bona fide

seniority or merit system . . . provided that such differences are

not die result of an intention to discriminate because of race,

color, religion, sex or national origin."

Ifa 1977 Civil Rights Commission
report were implemented, thousands of
white male workers without respon-

sibility for injustices to blacks or
women would be penalized.

In addition to citing the 1964 law itself. Justice White, who

wrote 1 he- decision, devoted considerable attention to the bill's

legislative history, focusing on the repeated pledges of its major

sponsors that Title VII would not lead to quota systems, reverse

disc 1 iminati 1 the invalidation of such traditional practices as

seniority. Responding to charges leveled by southern senators

opposed to the bill thai Title VH would inevitably, result in court-

ordered preferential treatment for minorities. Senator Hubert

Humphrey had this to s.i\ about the limits on a court's remedial

powers:

No c oiiii order can require hiring, reinstatement, admission to

membership, . >i payment < > i back pay for anyone who was not
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ired, refused employmeni 01 advancemeni 01 admission to •>

union l>\ an .i< i ol discrimination forbidden l>\ i Ins ti-

tle .... Contrar) i" the allegations "I some opponents ol tins

title, there is nothing hi n thai will give any powei to 1 1 »

<

-

Commission 01 to any courl to require . . . i k 1 1
1 J4 ) ol employ-

ees in ordei i<> meel .t racial "quota" "i to achieve > certain

racial balance . That bugaboo had been brought up .1 do/en

nines, Inn is nonexistent.

Senator Humphrey was noi the onl) civil rights champion .11

pains id dispel the bugaboo ol preferential treatment. A memo-
randum entered into the Congressional Record b\ lille Nil's

legislative leaders, Senators Joseph Clark and Clifford Case.

ra< 1.1I quotas 01 the hiring, reinstatement, admission to member-
ship, 01 payment ofbad pa) to anyone who is not discriminated

.ig.nnsi in \ iolation ol ilns title

Senators Humphrey, Clark, Case and the man) pthei advo-

cates ol racial equalil) who addressed the question ol racial

I. uiness did not do so 111 ordei to obscure the implications of

1 1
tie \ II [Tiere can be no doubl thai these sentiments refli

the true intent of I itle VII's supporters. Moreover, had the bill's

sponsors said thai Inle VII would 01 might lead to court-

oideied quotas ol olliei tonus of i,k i.iI pi elei i hi i
. mc hiding the

abrogation ol seniority, 01 111 an) wa) equivocated on this

question, populai support foi Title VII would haw dissolved,

and itsdeleai in Congress assured.

made clear that it was Congress' intention to preclude special

benefits for those not victimized by direct discrimination: "No
court order can require hiring, reinstatement, admission to

membership, or payment of back pay for anyone who was not

discriminated against in violation of [Title VII]." A similar

statement was issued by the Republican sponsors in the House. It

declared: "... a federal court may enjoin an emplover or labor

organization from practicing further discrimination and may
order the hiring or reinstatement of an employee or the rein-

statement on acceptance of a union member. But Title VII does

not permit the ordering of racial quotas in business or unions."

Likewise, the key Senate sponsors explained in a bipartisan

newsletter that "under Title VII, not even a Court ... could order

To those whojustify quotas, the issue of congressional

intent is irrelevant. Some civil rights specialists, in

fact, reject the very concept of "'innocent parties" in

the debate over bias at the workplace. As expressed bv several

affirmative action enforcement officials during hearings on se-

niority and civil rights conducted in 1976. all Americans, or at

least all white males, are guiltv insofar as all have somehow
benefited from the past exclusion ofminorities and women.

It is inevitable that the notion of universal white guilt

produced remedial prescriptions which clash directly with the

principle of individual rights. Furthermore, the idea that layoffs

should be apportioned on a quota basis, with separate seniority

lists similar to those once utilized to discriminate against blacks.
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rests on a highl) selective interpretation ol the lnsi<.i \ ol hl.uk

involvement in the economy during the pasi two decades. Rial

historv is oik- ol substantial change in i lit- hiring patterns in

private corporations and government agencies throughout the

country. In job after job. policies which excluded blacks 01

disc i >ui aged their panic ipal ion wcie abolished to be replaced by

policies of racial neutrality or, in main instances, affirmative

action Formulas of various kinds. As barriers to black employ-

ment were removed it has become mi reasingly diffu till to at gue

that those blacks who had entered the laboi force sum- 1964

continue to meet the same obstacles which confronted previous

generations ol black workers. And while blacks continued to

stilln the residual effects ol past segregation, they were also the

beneficiaries of an arra\ ol government initiatives aimed at

advancing minority job opportunities 1 hese measures included

quotas, the overhauling ol job tests, spei ki I naming efforts, ,un\

\.u urns other initiatives, voluntary and otherwise, whi< h togethei

comprise the government's affirmative action offensive (liven

the unprecedented dimensions of the affirmative a< i e am-

paign, the insistence that blacks, not to mention women, in

addition should be allowed to displace more experienced work-

ers on the seniority roster raises a troubling (|iust Where

does the logic of quotas end? For m fa< l it one were to lake the

quota concept to its logical conclusion, one might well .11 gue that

the quickest and most expedient wav to resolve economic me

qualm is to simply lake jobs away from white males and hand

them to blacks and women.
I he- seniority debate also reveals a numbei ol fallai ious ideas

about the American economy. There is. to begin with, the

illusion that the economic plight ol the I>I.h k c ommunity i an l»

resolved through the intense application ol radical social engi-

neering. The fact that black jobless rates rose sie.idilv during the

Kt/Os, the period when (he enforcement < > I .it firm.ii i\ i- action

goals w.is most rigorously puisued. should mdic.iie |iist hou

Hawed this notion is. One further detec ts among many civil rights

.idvo, .ins .i perception ot the economy as a static, terminally

stagnant entity, when- a laid-ofl minority en woman workei will

automatically join the ranks of the permanently unemployed In

i. u i mam. perhaps most, laid-ofl workers are able to reclaim

then jobs relatively qtnekh this occurred in the Memphis fire-

1 1 id 1

1

cis ( .ise As tin the general shape ol the economy, a period

ol c hange and transition is c learly underway Change, < > t course,

entails disruptions—serious ones foi hl.u ks. who lend to be

concentrated in prei iselv those industries which are suffering the

most far-reaching dislocations On theothei hand today's econ-

omy can hardly be characterized as ,i zero sum game, with

some-one's g.un necessitating someone else's loss. Ilu- most

useful strategy foi blacks is to exploit the new economii opportu-

nities which are opening up while at the same nine partii ipating

m the development ol policies designed to revitalize indusin.il

Vmerica. I hese. .mil not affirmative ac tion, are the issues whii h

w ill determine the- future e< onomii prospei is ol blac ks

Exploiting new economic opportunity,
not affirmative action, will determine
thefuture economic progress of blacks.

I his is not to s.iv ih. ii nothing should ot e .m he- done to

ameliorate the- problems ol workers in industries suffering regu-

l.n and often widespread layoffs In many cases, alternatives to

seniority-based layoffs should In- seriously considered Vmong

potential benefits, a dci ision hv a union to adopt a work sharing

sc heme would enhance union cohesion and solidarity 1 he de-

termination cit hou layoffs are to he apportioned, however,

should be made- first by the affected workers and see ond hv laboi

and management through c ..lie, me bargaining, and not hv

govel lime-ill e II |uehe i.il c n del

Ultimately, the debate ovei seniority boils down to the

question ol hou much an important socioeconomii

institution should be compelled to eh.un,e to ad-

v.mc e i.ic i.il and sexual ad v.me eiiienl when I hat institution is not

in itsell discni atory Sen tv is for millions ol American

workers a cherished economic right. Hie laboi movement won

recognit h>i seniority as a consequence ol some- ol the most

difficult organizing campaigns in American industrial history

fhousands ol l>l.i< k workers ,u ( - protected hv seniority provi-

sions, and a constantly growing numbei ofwomen workers enjoy

us protection as well. In a leu years, many black and women

workers who, as late arrivals, face job uncertainty today because

ol theii lov\ Linking on the seniority hsis. will defend seniority as

a fundamental right ol employment. And while seniority m.ev

pose temporary problems Foi certain classes ol workers, it pro-

vides .i significant measure ol equity foi others—oldei workers

who tend to have- families and the responsibilities whii h u< «
with

die-in. and even veteran workers who through the ve-.us may have

lost some of their earlier skills. 1 he principles which undergird

sen v need not be immutable But if t hanges are to be made,

they should come at the initiative ol workers and theii un s,

and not hv direction ol a government bureaucracy < >
i the

c Olll I
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Baby Doc:
Public Judgments or

Private Choices?

A
Jurisdictional
Approach

by James F. Blumstein and

David Randolph Smith

We are fortunate to live in a time and place where

wondrous advances in medicine and science offer

the promise of prolonged life. In the case of

certain imperiled newborns, however—those with a serious birth

defect or an acute acquired illness—the progress of neonatal

medicine and technology has created a profound moral dilemma.

Parents and physicians confront a tragic choice. To postpone

death and thereby prolong a life may result in great suffering and

impose staggering burdens and costs on the child, on the child's

family and on society. Not to authorize or provide a treatment

that might be technologically available, albeit at high financial

and psychological cost, places decisionmakers in the uncomfort-

able position of determining who shall live and what the value of

a life—or, as some would have it, a quality-adjusted life—will be.

The ethical quandrv is like that of Dr. Ridgeon in Shaw's play

The Doctor's Dilemma.* Thanks to science and technology, we

can now often "do something" whereas physicians previously,

with only limited therapeutic resources, could only "stand

there."'

As in the case of many technological advances, fundamental

social and ethical dilemmas have emerged in the wake of scien-

tific progress. Now that we can "do something," we must go

about formulating understandings of what we can or must do,

under what circumstances, and at whose say so. Is greater

involvement by courts or bv government regulation warranted or

appropriate? What approach should health care providers and

courts adopt to treatment decisions involving imperiled infants?

How should that approach recognize the presumptive responsi-

bility and autonomy of parents to manage the care and treatment

of their children? Our conclusion is that, except where parents

abuse their authority, private moral dilemmas about the treat-

ment of imperiled infants should remain family affairs, not

James F. Blumstein is Professor ofLaw and Special Advisor to

the Chancel/or for Academic Affairs at Yanderbilt University.

David Randolph Smith is Assistant Professor ofLaw at \ander-

bilt Law School.

matters of public policy.

For a private ethical dilemma to become an issue of

public policy, there must be a legitimate source of

government concern. The development of the video

cassette recording technology (VCR) enhances the ability of a

family to enjoy certain forms of entertainment. Yet. whether a

family chooses to or is able to purchase a VCR is not deemed a

question of public concern. Nor is a family's choice of one of the

competing formats over another a matter that excites the con-

cern of the policy analysis community.

The fundamental—and often overlooked—question is this:

Why does government have an interest in the decision concern-

ing the treatment of imperiled infants whereas it has no particu-

lar interest in a family's decision about purchasing YCRs? The
obviousness of the answer—that human life is at risk in one but

not the other situation—should not deter us from asking the

question, because thinking about the response helps in the

formulation of an approach to the policy problem.

Historically and constitutionally, families are presumed to

have primary responsibility for the upbringing of their children.

Within broad parameters, families are free to choose their me-

thod of childrearing and to pick the values and aspirations

transmitted to their offspring.

Yet, in certain circumstances society has determined that the

Continued on pogi 16

'Having discovered a new treatment for tuberculosis. Dr. Ridgeon
explains to a prospective patient !s wife that he cannot treat her tubercu-

lar husband without pangs to his conscience:

I have at the hospital ten tuberculosis patients whose lives I

believe I can save. . . . Wait a moment. Trv to think of those ten

patients as shipwrecked men on a raft—a raft that is barelv large

enough to save them—that will not support one more. Another
head bobs up through the wave at the side. Another man begs to

be taken aboard. He implores the captain of the raft to save him.

But the captain can onlv do that bv pushing one of his ten off the

raft and drowning him to make room for the new comer. That is

what you are asking me to do.

G B Shj«. TheDocloi 's Dilemma, in Collected Plan Kith Their Pre&ces. Vol. ill (1975). pp
354-55
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Baby Doe:
Public Judgments or
Private Choices?

A
Moral Issue

by Naomi Munson

In
( lalifornia, a nine-year-old is diagnosed as suffei ing fn >m

a hear! defect. Untreated, the boy will grou progressively

weaker and shorter of breath, and he will end his days—at

around 30—confined to a wheelchair. A relatively minoi opera-

lion will in it only ii urease the child's life expel tancy, n will also

allow him to live a physically normal life, free to play and move
around with ease 1 he parents refuse surgery .

In Indiana, a baby is bom with a defective esophagus 1 he

lood he eats cannot reach his stomach, and thus provides no

nourishment lor his body. Surgery—the standard, the only,

treatment in sm h cases—can correct the defei i and eliminate the

problem Without the operation, the infant will starve to death,

although he can be sustained temporarily In intravenous feed-

ing. The parents refuse not only the surgery but the intravenous

feeding as well.

In New York, a babv girl is born with an open spinal column

and an excess of fluid on the brain. The spine can be (Instil

surgically, and a shunt can be implanted in the brain to chain the

fluid and prevent brain damage. With the surgery, the child will

li\c. Without it. she will succumb eventually—probably before

her second birthday—to infection, most likely spinal meningitis

fhe parents refuse surgci \

While these parents felt the world could survive very nicely

without then children, others disagreed, and each ol the i hildren

In i .iinc- the lm us of heated legal battles.

I he- California case was fought all the way through the- state

courts, winch consistent supported the parents' refusal to

authorize surgery. It went even so far as the l.S. Supicmc

Court—which refused to intervene—and back to the local level

where, ultimately, the friends of the child were successful in theii

quest in save- his life. Today, after nearly a decade ol litigation,

the boy is no longei in his parent's custody. He- has li.nl his

operation and is living a full life.

Vaomj Munson /•> ./ writer living m New 1 brh ( it) whose artii /<••

have appeared in Commentary, fhe American Spectatot and
I he Wall Street [ournal

flic- ml. mi m Indiana, since immortalized as Bab) Doe, was

nni si, fortunate; a baby simply cannot survive lm very long with

no nourishment ol any kind Before Ins case went beyond tin

Indiana Supreme Court—which supported the parents—Baby

Due died, in I he hospital, with doctors and uiiiscs looking on. ol

starvation.

fhe New York baby, bettet known as Baby |ane Doc. has .,1s,,

had het day in court I In- New \ m k State Supreme ( iourt I omul

in hei favor, but both its Appellate Division and the New York

State Court ol Vppeah reversed that ruling

In the me-. ii it mie. bain | a ne's spine closed spontaneously; and

het parents subsequently authorized the implanation ol a shunt

She should, m short—although she almost certainly sustained

hi.im damage during (he months when fluid was allowed to

at c umulate— live longer than originally sc heduled.

What i an ii be 1 1 i.i ( pi om pis parents knowingly and willingly to

consign ilicn children to a lingering ot an agonizing death; ot

ih, 1 1 prompts virtually an entire judicial svsicm i,, accommodate

such parents? One is. ot course tempted to turn to Freud and

Moses, .ind both could undoubtedly shed great light on the

question, Obviously, however, more is involved here than any

individual perversion—emotional ot spiritual. Fot beyond the

( i uelty ol l hen pal cuts and the callousness ol the c inn Is. these

children are united l>\ one sad and simple b I they an

damaged g Is

I he nine-year-old in California had more than a defective

he. HI. he had land has) Down's swidiome He has. in short, a

In o. id face with slanted and widely spat ed eves, he has short and

oddly splayed tingeis. and he is retarded

Babv Doc was also a Down's syndrome i hild. Had he lived, he

would have home some pin si, .il resemblance lo i he California

boy; and he would also have been let aided

Baby |ane Doe's t ondition is spina bifida, and the prognosis in

hei ( ase is \>\ no means t leai -( ut At worst (barring, that is. death

by infection), she will be bedridden and retarded At best, she

will be mi outmcni. drive a car, go to < ollege, and walk with the

Continued on page 21
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A Jurisdictional Approach

Continued from page 14

legal system must come to the protection of young people

—

against themselves, against outsiders, and, in some cases, against

parents.

Society protects children, for example, against the adverse

consequences of making poor contractual decisions by declaring

that contracts made by minors are unenforceable by adults.

Minors are treated differently than adults in the criminal justice

system. Child labor laws protect children against themselves, but

also from the prospect of exploitation by venal parents. The
same is true of compulsory school attendance laws. Laws on child

abuse and termination of parental rights are the clearest manifes-

tations of society's determination that children, at times, need

legal protection against their parents.

Within broad parameters, determination of what is in the

child's and the family's best interests is left to the parents. Where
legitimate disagreements exist, family pluralism and autonomy

are preserved. Only in areas in which a broad social consensus

exists has family autonomy been circumscribed.

Where governmental intrusion on family autonomy exists, it

stems from a public concern for the welfare of the child. But such

intrusion, especially where family decisionmaking autonomy is

displaced, occurs only for very important reasons and only where

there is strong reason to believe that parental authority has been

abused or is subject to abuse.

Therefore, the case for intrusion on family autonomy

—

especially coercive intrusion—typically rests on two compo-
nents, one positive and the other negative: A perceived affirma-

tive societal obligation to provide succor and support to chil-

dren; and a duty to protect the defenseless from inappropriate

adult overreaching. To justify public intrusion, there must be

some strong evidence that families are very likely to act or have

acted adversely to the child's interests.

In the area of treating imperiled infants, the scope of public

obligation has yet to be defined. There is no constitutional right

to receive medical treatment, but that issue has never been

litigated in the context of an infant. Prisoners, who are depen-

dent on government, do have some constitutional claim to

treatment. But the existence and scope of any constitutional

right to treatment on the part of imperiled infants is certainly

questionable and murky.

In addition, there is no reason to believe that, as a rule,

families are unreliable in making treatment decisions for their

children. Thus, as a matter of general presumption, families of

imperiled infants, together with their advisors (physicians, other

health providers, religious leaders, individual and institutional

ethicists) should be permitted to retain their decisionmaking

autonomy unless, in a particular case, it can be demonstrated

clearly and convincingly that parents are acting against their

child's interest as reflected by a general consensus of communis
conduct. When parental conduct no longer conforms to the

expectations of the behavior of a fiduciary, and when parents act

outside the realm of consensually acceptable norms, it is appro-

priate for government to intrude, in its role of protecting the

defenseless from inappropriate parental overreaching. Only

then should public policy attempt to deal direi tl\ with the

substantive decisions about the appropriate range of treatment

for imperiled persons.

Genuine tragic choice decisions should remain in the realm of

private initiative so that public choices about sensitive value

issues need not be confronted overtly and decided monolithi-

cally. Because government is constrained by a devotion to the

symbolic imperative that life is bevond price, public decision-

making is skewed by concerns about symbolic issues and is

susceptible to "symbolic blackmail.'' The humanitarian self-

image of society may be at stake, and we may be willing to expend

considerable sums of money, ostensibly to save a life, but also to

preserve a valuable myth. For these reasons, an effort should be

made to distance government from direct, head-on confronta-

tions with tragic choice issues.

Where parental autonomy must be breached, however, and a

person is drawn within the perimeter of public responsibility an

effort should be made to reestablish the authoritv of non-

governmental decisionmaking entities—e.g.. by delegating re-

sponsibility to non-governmental decisionmakers such as physi-

cians or to institutional entities such as hospital committees.

Neonatal intensive care units in hospitals throughout the

United States routinely encounter severly impaired in-

fants with major illnesses or defects. Non-treatment of

imperiled infants occurs with some frequency.

The realities of neonatal care have provoked a sharp debate

concerning the propriety of decisions not to authorize or provide

medical or surgical treatment or nutritional sustenance to imper-

iled infants. For some, prolonging the life of all non-dving

infants at all costs (to the infant, to the family and to society) is a

categorical imperative with virtually no exceptions. "Right-to-

life" organizations argue that parental decisions not to treat

imperiled infants constitute "infanticide."

A number of cases challenging parental treatment decisions

have been initiated bv members of right-to-life organizations. In
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Coquillc, Oregon, a member of Oregon Kiglu lo Life recently

reported that a "deformed" baby was being "starved to death."

A M.ue court judge ordered intravenous feeding; however, on

the tenth day of life die infant died due to congenital brain

damage which had caused e e-ssation of breathing.'The New York

"Bain Jane Doe" case' was initiated b\ a t ighl-to-lile lawyer,

Lawrence Washburn, a resident of Vermont. The United States

Surgeon General. Dr. ('.. Kverett Koop. has also ( ritici/ed "infan-

iic ide" of handicapped newborns.'

Proposed legislation would redefine ( hild abuse to uu hide the

"denial of nutrition (including fluid maintenance), medically

i nc In .ilcd treatment, general < are, or appropriate so< ml services

to infants at risk with life-threatening congenital impairments."
5

A Senate bill would require a Department of Health and Human
Services (I II IS) advisory committee to conduct a comprehensive

snub ol decisionmaking procedures used in health care facilities

in managing treatment of serioush ill newborns and to make
recommendations regarding procedural mechanisms thai should

be followed bv hospitals. After receiving the committee report,

the Secretary ol HHS would be required to publish proposed

regulations, il deemed necessary, to establish decisionmaking

procedures within each hospital. The penalty for failing to

comply with such regulations would be the denial of federal

finaiic lal assistance, including Medic are and Medic aid.

A comparable bill passed bv the House further requires that:

(1) state child protection agencies ensure that nutrition, medi-

cally indicated treatment, general care and social services be

provided to imperiled infants; (2) a procedure be established by

winch "interested parties" can report known or suspected in-

stances of the withholding of treatment (e.g., hotlines); and (3)

state agencies investigate any reports ol sue h "c lnld abuse."

"Thou shalt not kill; but needs't not
strive officiously to keep alive."

Despite the support in some quarters lor involvement bv

governmental authorities in treatment decisions, a significant

boclx n| opinion recognizes the legitimacy of decisions by parents

in refrain from ordering treatment which would not be in the

ml. nil's best interests. In its report. Deciding to Forego Life-

Sustaining Treatment, the President's Commission for the Study

ol Kline a I Problems m Medicine and Bionicdie a I and Behavioral

Rescue li ("President's Commission") recommended that par-

ents, as surrogates for the serioush ill newborn, should be-

allowed discretion to determine, based upon "the best interests

ol the child." whether lib -sustaining treatment should be fore-

gone. The President's Commission recommended thai the gov-

ernment cue (linage- hospitals to improve ibe-ii in-house supervi-

sion ol such decisions and noi become directly involved in

treatment de< isions

\. moos medical societies, including the- American Medical

\ssih i.i i inn. i Ik American Academy ol Pediatric s and the Ameri-

can Society ol law and Medicine's Committee on the Legal and

Ethical Vspects ol Health Care foi Children, also advance the-

position thai withholding or removing life-sustaining means

from imperiled infants is ethical where prolongation of life would

In- inhumane and unconscionable. Similarly, the- Vatican's 1980

/Vi I. n.Kion on Euthan.isi.i cone hides that it is appiopriale, when

there is iu> hope ol benefit to the patient, to withhold or

withdraw treatment. This moral conclusion is not strikingly new

In die- death scene at the conclusion of King Lear, Edgai wants to

save l.eai lienn die- throes ol an agonizing death born ol gnel at

ilu- death ol ( ordclia. The Karl of Kent seeks to dissuade Edgar:

"O. let bun pass! He bates him, that would upon the rack ol this

lough world strete h him out longer." Arthur Hugh Clough in bis

poem, I lie I..ilcsl Dci.iloguc, expressed much the same senti-

ment: "
1 bou shall not kill; hut needs't not strive officiously to

keep alive."

Beyond the question ol whether it is ever proper not to

Heal an imperiled infant with all modern medicine has

to oiler lies the further delicate issue concerning criteria

for deciding which infants should or should not receive care.

How the question is posed will bear heavih on formulating

a response

I he President's Commission concluded that a "best interests

ol the child" standard should govern treatment decisions and

thai the interests of parents, siblings and society should not

count. Entirely excluding the potential psychic and financial

harm to the family seems troubling because the best interests of

the child are almost always inextricably tied to the interests of the

family. Ignoring the economic costs of neonatal intensive care

for imperiled infants is equally questionable. The President's

Commission noted that the cost of high technology neonatal c are

approximates $8,000 per patient, and that in 1978, $1.5 billion

was spent on neonatal intensive care. Added to this cost is the

cost of special care, including perhaps lifelong institutionalized

care. Economic realities lor the family and society are not

irrelevant, but their overt consideration raises fundamental sym-

bolic concerns. Institutional mechanisms should be sought by

which such explicit cost calculations can be avoided

Perhaps the most difficult question in tin- debate- ovei stan-

dards is whether the quality of an infant's life should be a

permissible lac loi lor consideration. II the child is not born

"dying," to use Surgeon General Koop's taxonomy,' and is not

in pain, vet lias no ability to llunk or communicate but simply lies

in a cub blind, deal and uncomprehending, can we honestly say

thai tins child's quality ol life is ol no moral consequence?

University ol I exas law professor John Robertson lias argued

thai even in such a "worsi case"—thai is. "the- profoundly

retarded, nonambulatory, blind, deaf infant who will spend Ins

lew \e-.n s in the back ward c i ibs ol a state institution""—quality

of-life judgments should noi prevenl treatment.

B\ contrast, Richard A. McCormick, a distinguished Catholic

moral theologian a i the Kennedy Institute- ol Ethics, believes thai

quality-of-life i onsiderations ,uc- legitimate. McCormii k se-e-s Me-

as a value to be- preserved only in so far as n contains some

potentiality foi human relationships (to think, to low- and to

communicate). When thai potentiality would be totally subordi-

nated in the mere effort ol survival, then the withholding ol

treatment would be justified.

\lc(. k is iii 1 1 alone iii advocating taking into account the

quality as well as the extent of the life to be sustained In a recent

California case- involving tin- prosecution ol two doctors b>i
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discontinuing treatmenl ol .1 comatose incompetent adult, the

California Coun ol Appeals recognized the appropriateness ol

attention to quality-of-life considerations. In discussing the- sur-

rogate's decision ic> withhold treatment From .1 comatose aduli

patient the Conn stated: "II it is noi possible to ascertain the

choice the patient would have made, the surrogate ought to be

guided 1>\ the patient's best interests. I fndei this standard, such

factors .is the reliel ol suffering, the preservation 01 restoration

ol Iiiik tioning and the quality as well as the extent ol lilc- may !><•

i onsidered."
1

Given the wide array ol well-considered moral stances con-

( erning treatmenl decisions and c 1 ilei 1.1 loi selei live treatment.

we now face a publii 1 hoice. Should society rush to refot mulate

law and social polit ies In ena( ting new child abuse laws, "Infant

Doe" regulations, or new criminal codes; or is the best 1 ourse to

reserve judgment given the disparity of our heart-felt ethical

views and allow a consensus to develop? In our view, wisdom

counsels against regulating absolutism when reasonable minds

have profoundly divergent views ol questions relating to morals,

life, and the family. We should not codify a particular moral or

ethical belief which substantially intrudes on the autonomy of the

family without a confident conviction that the chosen course is

both popular and wise. The current public debate reflects little

consensus and much introspection. As with so many decisions in

life, perhaps it is best to wait and think it over a bit more before

imposing a monolithic approach.

The case for reserving judgment on the question of

what to do about treatment of imperiled infants may
appear paradoxical in the face of existing criminal

prohibitions against murder, manslaughter and child neglect.

Robertson," for example, has argued that withholding treatment

from "defective newborns" violates numerous criminal laws

including those for murder, involuntary manslaughter, conspir-

acy, child abuse and neglect. The perceived illegality is overs-

tated, however. Selective treatment can co-exist with current

criminal laws.

While criminal charges have occasionally been instituted

against doctors or parents for withholding treatment, the results

have been either acquittal or dismissal for lack of evidence. In

Danville, Illinois, onJune 1 1, 1981, the parents of Siamese twins

and their physician were accused of attempted murder. The
grand jury failed to indict. On October 13, 1981, Dr. Leonard

Arthur, a pediatrician in Derby, England, was tried on murder

charges (later reduced to manslaughter) for withholding food

and treatment from an infant born with Down's syndrome. The
jury acquitted Dr. Arthur after deliberating two hours.

The results in these cases and the paucity of criminal charges

in this area stem from a reluctance on the part of prosecuting

authorities and juries to impose criminal sanctions when physi-

cians and parents act in good faith and exercise reasonable

judgment. As the Massachusetts Supremejudicial Court noted in

1 980 in In the Matter ofSpring:

Little need be said about criminal liability: there is precious

little precedent, and what there is suggests that the doctor will

be protected if he acts on a good faith judgment that is not

grievously unreasonable by medrcal standards."

I he 1I1 1.a tu del 1 iminalization of good faith and reasonable

di 1 imoiis 10 withhold treatmenl received recent approval in

Barbei \ . Superioi Court " In issuing .1 urn ol prohibition to bai

the prosecution of two physicians on murder charges for discon-

tinuing life support equipment and intravenous feeding ol a

comatose adult patient, a California Appeals court reasoned

Murdei is the unlawful killing ol a human being, with malice

aforethought \ physician has no duty to continue tr<

mem. oik e it has proved to be mi Hi < tivt . . . 1 1 o determine

whether treatment will be effective a].... rational approach

involves the determination ol whethet the proposed treatmenl

is proportionate 01 disproportionate 111 terms ol the benefits

gained .... In summary we conclude that the petitioners

omission to continue treatmenl under the circumstances |at

the written request ol the patient's wife], though intentional

and with the knowledge that the patient would die. u,is not an

unlawful failure to perform a legal duty .

Given the rarin ol prosecutions anrl the recent judical trend

toward acceptance of private decisions to forego treatment in

cases involving incompetent comatose adults." there is scam

justification for following suggestions to either enforce present

criminal sanctions more fullv or to enact legislation permitting

non-treatment. Gearing up the machinerv of criminal prosecu-

tions is at odds with prevailing practice and moral attitudes:

legislative validation of the "physician's death-dispensing role"

carries unpleasant social costs.
16

In addition, a dollop of uncer-

tainty in this area serves as a constructive constraint on abusive

practices. Here perhaps, the law. like Milton's common man.

serves best "to onlv stand and wan

How one poses a question helps to shape perceptions

about an issue. For example, in the area of imperiled

infants, the issue is often framed as follows: If selec-

tive treatment occurs, by whom and by what process should

treatment decisions affecting imperiled infants be made? At first

reading this question appears entirelv reasonable. But the ques-

tion is actuallv quite loaded. It assumes the propriety of deeming

family decisions on treatment as matters of public policv. Implic-

itly, that formulation of the issue establishes the legitimacv of

public review and publicly-mandated rules of decision on mat-

ters that, presumptivelv, should remain within the private realm

of familv pluralism and autonomv. Bv implication, posing the

question in that way invites governmentalized. centralized proce-

dures and sets of criteria, therebv wresting responsibilitv for

children from parents and imposing no significant duty on

government to justify the displacement of the traditional rule of

parental autonomv. As the Supreme Court observed in Santosk\

v. Kramer,
17

however, parents possess a "fundamental libertv

interest ... in the care, custodv. and management of their child."

Indeed, the United States Supreme Court manv times has recog-

nized the broad authoritv of parents to make decisions affecting

the welfare of their children.

The failure to understand the presumption in favor of parental

responsibility and choice is the true lesson of the New York

"Babv Jane Doe" case. As the New York Court of Appeals wrote:

It would serve no useful purpose at this stage to recite the
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unusual, and sometimes offensive, activities .m<l proe ccdmgs

dl ihnvc who havi' sought ai various stages, m the interests ol

Bal>\ |anc Doc. in displace parental responsibility foi .m<l

management oi hei medical care . - ["here w.is .1 failure in

ihis instance to follow the statutory scheme contemplated b)

the Legislature for the protection ol children |elnld neglect

proceedings] (emphasis supplied).

Instead ol posing the public polio question in terms ol when

to Ileal and when nol to Ileal, perhaps a more helplul w.iv in

u 1 1 1 1 h lo frame ihe in<|ini \ is: I ndci uhai circumstances should

the primary "jurisdiction" ol parents to govern the treatment < >l

theii infant children be ousted? Additionally, the inquir) should

assess whethei the circumstances justifying oustei are estab-

lished In i leai and con vine ing evidence

A jurisdictional approach to treatment decisions involving

imperiled newborns comports with an emerging consensus fa-

voring the presumption ol private choice In parents and physi-

( lans ,iv opposed lo |udgmciils In 1 oui Is 01 legislative fiat. I he

President's Commission urged that decisions on treatment ha

seriouslv ill newborns be made In parents unless the parents are

disqualified b\ decisionmaking incapacity, an unresolvablc dis-

agreemenl between them, or because then choice of a course of

.u Hon is i leari) againsi the infant's Ik-si interest. In short, only if

the famil) cannot decide 01 il ns decision does nol reflect a

legitimate selet tion among tragic alternatives should famil) dec 1-

sii mmaking autonomy be displac ed In public intervention.

It is parents, notjudges,who must live

with the consequences of their
decision.

A recent public opinion surve) conducted In the American

Hospital Association and released in March. 198:i, indicates

hi 1 i.id support foi lamilv autonomy in treatment decisions. Sixtv-

scve-n pert enl of those asked fell that the patient's famil) should

dec ide whether lei iiimalh ill patients should be kept alive.'" The

proponents of reserving authority for treatment decisions ol

impel ilcd infants to parents and pin mi ians include: the Judie ial

Council ol the American Medical Association;'" the American

Acadcmv of Pediatrics' Committee on Bioethics;
10

the Associa-

tion ol American Medical Colleges;" the American Societ) ol

law & Medic ine's ( lommittee on the Legal and I iluc al Aspei is ol

Health ( lare;" the Am EnglandJournal oi Met lit ine;
n
the British

MedicalJournal™ the Nett York Times" the Wall StreetJour-

nal:
11

' and numerous c ominentators.
1 '

lo enhance- ihe- abilit) ol parents to make infant treatment

dei isions in a careful and informed manner, mam groups have

suggested that parents and attending physicians consult with

institutional ethics committees 01 that such committees conduct

prospective 01 I el I ospec liv c icvicw ol parental choices \s ihe

President's Commission noted: "When ihc benefits ol therap)

are [unclear], an 'ethics committee' or similai bod) might be

designated to review the decisionmaking process."

Sue h entities c an provide a c bee k on pi iv.Hc- dec is ions and (ret

preserve an important sphere of famil) au m. allowing

government to avoid direct involvement As with man) such

innovative institutions, howevet . care musi be- taken to see that

ihe tole ol i best- c ommittees does not bee ome overextended.

lake civil courts, hospital ethics < ommittees that review paren-

tal treatment decisions should appl) a jurisdictional approach
I he- pi im.ii v jurisdiction ol parents to manage the treatment ol

their children should not be ousted or supplanted bv e ommittee
dec isioii absent « lear and convint mg prool t li.n 1 1 1 ihc- parents

are themselves mc ompetent; or (2) the parents are in unresolva-

ble disagreement; oi (3) the- parent's i hoice is c learl) against the

infant's best interests (recognizing various butdens and values.

including quality-of-life considerations).

Reducing the number ol infant treatment cases which .He-

brought to court and limiting the judicial inquir) to whether the

ice ..id c leu Iv justifies ousting parents as decisionmakers are

desirable polic) goals Courts such as New Jersey's Supreme
Court in the noted Qiiinlan ease candidlv acknowle-dge-th.it ihev

arc- ordinaril) "inappropriate" I taking actual decisions on

treatment or non-treatment. Such matters are particularl) ill-

suitccl lo resolution in individual adversarial proceedings. In

addition, decisions bv parents and phvsicians. unlike those- an-

nounced by courts, do not create judicial precedents and do nol

carry an imprimatur of public policy, with all the attendant

symbolism. Perhaps the most significant drawback to judicial

resolution ol inlanl treatment det isions is that it separates powei

from responsibilit)

.

Roiitinelv vesting courts with the powe-i to impose mandaloi v

treatment nullifies parental authorit) bin does nol alter the

continuing responsibilit) ol parents foi long-term cue and

i ustod) . at least m the absence of a clearlv defined public dutv to

provide resources for judiciall) imposed treatment Courts lack

both an immediate and long-term stake in the individual case;

parents and physicians, however, are closel) involved in ever)

nuance ol the case from the moment ol birth. In the final analysis

it is parents, not judges, who musi live with the consequences of

then decision. And. in the absence of clear parental overreach-

ing, parental autonomy should be respet ic-d.H
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A Moral Issue

Continuedfrom page 15

aid ol leg braces. She will never, however, under any circum-

stances, be a whole and perfect specimen

But if this failure to be perfect proved costly for Baby Jane

—

depriving her of the protection of her parents as well as of the

courts—she still had one rather powerful ally.

The federal government intervened in the matter. The
Reagan Administration, on the basis of a law prohibiting discrim-

ination against the handicapped, sought access to Babv Jane's

hospital records in order to determine whether the withholding

of treatment was an act of such discrimination. The courts

denied the government access to the records.

The government had also intervened, though after the fact, in

the case of Baby Doe—who was allowed to die merely because he

would have been retarded if he had lived. The discrimination

there was so blatant that the administration simply notified

hospitals that they stood to lose federal funding if they ever again

denied treatment or nourishment to handicapped babies; the

hospitals were also ordered to post signs warning that such

denial was prohibited by federal law and providing a hotline

number for those who wished to report violations of that law.

Federal intervention in both these cases was regarded, almost

universally, as unwarranted, unnecessary and unhelpful intru-

sion into private matters.

The medical profession was up in arms at the notion of

bureaucrats—unschooled, unskilled and unsterile—patrolling

the halls of science. And the journalistic community was unable

to countenance such bullying by the government.

"Babv Doe," creaked the New i'ork Times, "needs no Big

Brother." In The Nation, bioethicist Arthur Caplan revealed

that the government's intercession in the Babv Jane Doc case was

"not just another example of New Right yahooism. It has a direct

bearing on important social issues: abortion, parental rights,

family privacy, control over one's own body." Kven the Wall

StreetJournal, in whose corner The Nation no doubt found itself

uncomfortable to be, announced that "the fear that somewhere

in this broad land someone mav sometime make a mistake is not

a reason to have platoons of bureaucrats and lawyers second-

guessing some of the most sensitive and most private decisions

imaginable."

Decisions about medical treatment for a child ought, indeed,

to be sensitive and private. And the legal ramifications of allow-

ing the government to participate in such decisions are indeed

worrisome. One would not. to be sure, wish to endow the

government with the privilege of arbitrary intervention in family

matters. It is not at all clear, however, that the Reagan Adminis-

tration's involving itself in these cases on the basis of a federal

statute already in existence constitutes a dangerous precedent.

One could doubtless, moreover, find legal experts who are

ready and willing to muster the arguments on both sides of this

issue—which will obviously continue to be a matter open to hot

debate in judicial circles.

But in fact, the issue is not fundamentally a legal one at

all. What these cases—and the scores of others like

them across "this broad land"—boil down to is one

stark question: do parents have the right to do away with a child

merely because that child fails to live up to the parents' (or their

doctors') standards—mental or physical or both?

That such a question should be discussed with aplomb by

doctors and parents, lawmakers and philosophers bears testi-

mony to the forlorn position of handicapped children.

Indeed, if Baby Jane Doe were a cheat, a thief, even a rapist or

a murderer, the question would never arise—or if it did, the

answer would be an unequivocal "no." Children born with

physical or mental deficiencies, however, simply in their failure

to be perfect, commit the one sin that is intolerable nowadays.

Do parents have the right to do away
with a child merely because that child

fails to live up to the parents'
standards?

That Americans—who are healthier than ever before, whose

life expectancy is greater than it has ever been—are obsessed by

physical perfection is obvious from the merest acquaintance with

newspaper bestseller lists and television newscasts. Books on

getting and staying healthy abound—and seem to have more

Staying power than even the juiciest potboiler. The evening news

would not be complete without a story on the dangers of this,

that or the other food additive or industrial chemical.

The roots of this obsession with health are easily identifiable.

Those who spend their time and money in the pursuit of "fit-

ness" seek to cheat death. And since death's most powerful

weapons—smallpox, polio, pneumonia and, even to some ex-

tent, cancer—have been eliminated or undermined, these people

are left to do battle with fleas.

When it comes to the children, however, something more than

mass hypochondria is at work. Because birth control has made it
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possible to choose when, or if, to conceive children, il h.i\ also

permitted the delusion that parents are wholly the masters "I

that conception; that they are, in fact, the creators "I then

children.

For the enlightened and forward looking, then, who seem,

sadly, to set the moral tone for the rest ol us, ( hildren are viewed,

not as a blessing of God, or even as a simple fact of nature. They

arc just another thing that one makes, like a souffle. If only, then,

one uses the right recipe and doesn't shut the oven door too

hard, they should turn out just right.

In its mildest form, and if all is well with the child, this view

engenders only a rather ridiculous vigilance of attention. Every

quiver of development, from what the mother ingests during

pregnancy to what the baby plays with in his crib, is subject to

close scrutiny and analysis. This attitude leads to disaster, how-

ever, if the baby has serious problems.

Birth control has permitted the delu-

sion that parents are wholly the

masters of their chidren's conception.

Paradoxically, the notion that babies are as clay in their

parents' hands, to be molded mind, body and soul, which might

seem the ultimate in parental devotion, is really an expression of

contempt for the mysterious complexity of human life. It is

evidence not of a desire for an expanded parental role, but of the

wish to evade the proper anxieties and responsibilities of

parenthood.

For if there is a blueprint, a plan to be followed, steps to be

taken, parents need only concern themselves with the minor

details: should it be this nursery or that daycare center; breast-

feeding for six months or a year; art class or gymnastics?

If, on the other hand, a baby is actually a person however

helpless or incomplete; if, moreover, his chief requirements are

love, security and order; if, in short, a baby is someone most

likely to flourish—whatever his condition—in the bosom of his

family, with the ungrudging respect and attention of his mother

and father, they might be forced to lift their eyes from the

contemplation of their own selves for long enough to take a good

look at their child.

For all their willingness to give up coffee and cigarettes,

alcohol and aspirin and even, in some cases, financial ease, the

new breed of parents, now in the process of producing a minor

baby boom, refuse to relinquish the one addiction likely to do

more harm to their children than all the caffeine in Colombia:

self-involvement.

Troublesome children are about the last thing in the world

these parents need. They have plenty of troubles of their own to

worry about: their careers, for one thing, or their own health, or

their relationships with eat h mini , nol to mention the possibility

of a nucleai holo< .msi In the fai <• of .ill this the) simp!) haven <

the energy to deal with babies with stuffy noses and ,i< hing

babies who scream for attention, babies who throw sand in dx

other ki<K' f.i< cs and grab theii t<<\s And il even the ordinar)

diffu ulties of ( hild-rearing are an unwelcome burden how mui h

more distasteful must seem the extraordinary difficulties ol

raising a bandit apped or retarded child.

Fortunately, most children are, as tin- saying goes, tough.

People have survived a loi worse than this kind of spiritual

abandonment, and they will no doubt survive this as well.

Children like Baby Jane Doe, however, will have no such luck.

For them, this parental rejection spells doom I he) will, to put it

plainly and simply, die; they .n < dying now

That parents should sacrifice their children on the altar of

their own selfishness is appalling enough. That the\ should

demand the acquiescence, even the congratulations, of the soci-

ety at large in their contempt for and irresponsibility toward life

is unthinkable. Yet they do precisely that, and certain segments

of our society do surely acquiesce and congratulate.

It
is, the parents insist, only out of love that they seek to kill

their children—to spare them the suffering that retarda-

tion or paralysis is bound to entail. These parents are,

concur thejudges, acting within their rights and doing so respon-

sibly, taking into account all the medical and moral consider-

ations. They are, interject the editorialists, much to be pitied

—

not only for having borne deformities, but for having to bear as

well the outrage of the moral neanderthals among us. These

parents, applaud the doctors, have courageously admitted that a

life spent in a wheelchair, in a sheltered workshop or even in bed

is a life not worth living.

All the public and private agonizing about love and the quality

of life, all the litigation, all the editorializing is in fact nothing

more than a demand that children who cannot walk, talk or think

as the rest of us do be declared officially nonpersons, with no

legal or moral status in the world.

In actively resisting this demand, the Reagan Administration,

far from overstepping its bounds and posing a danger to the

Republic, has, on the contrary, fulfilled its mandate.

It has acted to save lives—we shall never know how success-

fully for we shall never know how many parents, doctors, and

hospitals were dissuaded from killing handicapped babies bv the

prospect of federal intervention.

And more important, it has taken a moral stand against

infanticide. This can only hearten the majority of Americans

who, however intimidated they may be by the intellectual and

moral trend-setters, still know that parental duty entails a lot

more than protestations of love and who do not believe that life

is cheap and that children are an expendable commodity. XX
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lies as upfront employees in clean, automated environments.

Todav's fast food establishments and the large-scale integra-

tion of minorities within their ranks owe much to some canny

decision-making in the 1940s by a certain New York Cit) entre-

preneur. This entrepreneur purchased a small nut-vending busi-

ness—Chock Full O' Nuts—and transformed it into a fast food

restaurant chain that sold excellent coffee, milkshakes, orange

juice and a few tasty sandwiches and desserts. The restaurants

were well appointed, fully automated and organized to provide

quick service. It did have one problem, however, which threat-

ened to retard its operations—the unavailability of labor. To
solve its labor supply problem m a wartime setting when there

was \ in u. ill\ no unemployment, Chock Full ()' Nuts chose to rely

on what was then the onlv untapped source of labor—black

females. Thejobs were largely dead end, but they provided those

black women with a wage as well as the opportunity to learn the

discipline of work and to thus become part of the system. We
have no detailed study of what the women thought or how the

jobs affected their lives. Vet it would be fatuous to believe that

this experience was not a step upward for (hem that improved

their lives and that of their children.

Since the Chock Full O' Nuts innovation, the fast food indus-

try has developed rapidly and so too has a burgeoning industry

of fast food job critics—academics and publicists who often

present only the negative aspects of these jobs and whose

perceptions and prejudices have been absorbed into the wider

tealm of public opinion. Now, fortunately, the National Institute

fol Work and Learning has published a study on fast food |obs

based upon detailed, carefully constructed interviews with per-

sons who hold or have held such jobs. In his excellent introduc-

tion to the study, former Secretary of Labor Willard Wirt/ writes:

"Drawing on a firm and rich data base, [the authors | illuminate

with facts the area of previouslv \,igu<\ and |as] it turns out

erroneous, conjecture about what last food jobs' amount to."

I be- study sample consisted of 7,741 present and former

workei s on the May orJune payrolls of 279 fast food restaurants.

including Arby's, Del Taco, Kentucky Fried Chicken.

McDonald's. Roy Rogers and White Castle. The restaurants in

the sample were randomly selected and reflected the mix ol

owned .uu\ lianchised entities within a company. Sixlv-six per-

cent of the employees contacted responded to the survey—

a

high response resulting from two follow-up mailings and a $5 fee

for a completed questionnaire. Although several fast food com-

panies, as well as foundations, made contributions to offset the

study's cost, it was wholly under the National Institute's control

and clearlv conducted without any company interference.

Who are the fast food workers and what impact has the dead-

end job had on their lives?

Fast food workers were found by the study to be predom-

inately female (66 percent), young (71 percent were 20

years of age or younger), and white (77 percent)

—

although still less likely to be white than the population as a

whole. Blacks comprised 16 percent of the sample and Hispanics

5 percent. A larger proportion of black employees (41 percent)

than white (28 percent) or Hispanic (26 percent) employees are

21 years old or older. (In cities with large black populations, the

workforce is overwhelmingly black.) A majority of the study

respondents were part-time employees and only 25 percent had

been on the job for two years or more. Two-thirds had com-

pleted or almost completed high school and nearly that numbei
indicated the desire to graduate from a four-year college.

The workers received an average hourly wage of $3.69 (just 34

cents above the minimum wage) and some fringe benefits such as

free meals and vacations. They also received other things for

which it is more difficult to assign a precise dollars and cents

value: job training and job satisfaction.

Ihe employees interviewed obtained most of their naming

through experience on the job with assistance from supervisors

and co-workers. Some formal training was also involved. More

than four-fifths of the workers found their training to be helpful.

(I his in, i\ be closelv related to the fact that two-thirds of the

employees fell ihcv were treated l.mlv and about 70 percent

believed management handled people well.)

Kmplovees were trained to perform such industry-specifit

tasks as operating machines or training newer workers. More

important, however, were the- business and human relations

skills whit 1 1 the) developed on the job. They learned to come- to
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work on time and to groom themselves properly: they learned to

deal with customers, to take directions and to assume responsi-

hility for their mistakes, while in their personal lives they learned

to save money and avoid spending what they did not have. The

Fast FoodJobs study found that 40 percent of the employees

believed that their jobs aided them in understanding general

business principles; 69 percent stated that they gained a greater

awareness of how business operates; 90 percent felt the job

improved their ability to deal with people; and a full 94 percent

believed that the job improved their ability to work with others.

The workers, in short, became more employable. Theirjobs gave

them the skills and discipline necessary to enter and advance

within the system.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that while only 33

percent of those surveyed felt that they were adequately paid and

a majority felt they did not have sufficient responsibility, the

workers still displayed a high degree ofjob satisfaction. Over 60

percent stated that they were satisfied with their jobs and nearly

three-quarters said that they enjoyed working in a fast food

restaurant. (The interviews, in fact, revealed a strong work ethic

among fast food employees. Two-thirds expected work to be a

central part of their lives; 82 percent declared that they would

want to work even if not compelled to do so; and 92 percent

wanted to do their best on thejob.)

For minorities, the employment experience offered more than

an opportunity to earn some pocket change. A higher proportion

of blacks and Hispanics worked in fast food restaurants to help

support their families, to gain work experience and to learn skills

enabling them to advance into positions of greater responsibility

Blacks and Hispanics were more likely to work longer hours (61

percent of all black employees and 55 percent of all Hispanics

worked 31 hours or more, compared with 45 percent of all

whites) and have a more positive attitude toward performing

specificjob tasks.

When asked whether or not their work experience improved

their employability skills, blacks and Hispanics were more likely

than whites to acknowledge the job's positive contribution.

Thirty-nine percent of the surveyed black employees and 43

percent of Hispanic workers felt the job taught them to be

punctual; only 29 percent of all whites felt the job had helped

them in this respect. More blacks and Hispanics than whites felt

thejob taught them the value of proper grooming, dependabil-

ity, accepting responsibility for finishing tasks and the impor-

tance of saving money. Blacks and Hispanics were more likely to

see their job as a first step toward positions of greater responsi-

bility. Over two-thirds of blacks and Hispanics indicated a desire

for more responsibility as compared to whites (55 percent).

Employees from those two minority groups expressed a stronger

interest in moving into management positions and felt their

chances were good for such mobility. Forty-one percent of all

black employees and 38 percent of all Hispanics were interested

in becoming managers as opposed to only 29 percent of whitej

In short, Fast FoodJobs concluded that the "experience is more

helpful to black and Hispanic employees than to white employ-

ees" by increasing their employability and job opportunities

within the organization employing them.

In analyzing the study's findings, it becomes quite clear that

dead-end jobs in the fast food industry arc "dead end" onh if

one looks at them in terms of the industry itself, since upward

mobility occurs not primarily from within the restaurants but

rather from the restaurants into the broader svstem. The jobs

pay little, but they help people to learn how to be worth more by

leaching them how to work. They teach about how business

operates and about relationships with supervisors, co-workers

and customers. They impart a host of other necessary skillv

attitudes and behaviors which are transferable to many different

work situations, and they encourage the pursuit of education in

order to better realize the aspirations which working kindles.

(The high percentage of fast food workers who would like to

complete four years of college is a good indication of the extent

to which the workers themselves perceive their jobs as stepping

stones to more remunerative positions.)

Whereas the immigrant garment workers a half century ago

were likely to perform the same jobs throughout their w orking

years andto value their jobs primarily as a means of creating a

better future for the successor generation, today's fast food

workers can and do view their jobs as a transitory experience

leading to a more interesting and financially revvarding future for

themselves. Over 90 percent of the employees surveyed in the

study quit their jobs. Of these, nearly half specified that thev did

so either to take a different (and presumably higher-paving) job

or to return to school.

Fast food jobs are certainly far from perfect. Vet people who

hold them are pleased to work; thev value their jobs as an

opportunity to learn and grow—a base from which to improve

their socio-economic status in American society.

It is perhaps ironic that many of the most insistent advocates

ofjob training programs in this country are the same academics,

journalists and government administrators yvho condemn the

fast food job as, at best, a meaningless dead end and thus fail to

see that the object of their contempt has in effect become one of

the most massive, cost-efficient and racially equitable job train-

ing programs in our nation's history. It is to be hoped that with

the issue of the Fast FoodJobs study, we will noyv begin to move
towards a more balanced public understanding of the nature of

these "quintessential dead-end jobs" and of what thev mean to

the people who hold them.K
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The Challenge of
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by David A. Schwarz

CIVIL RIGHTS: RHETORIC OR
REALITY?
Thomas Sowell

New York: William Morrow and Co.,

1984. 164 pp. $11.95

1984 has been an important year for

civil rights in America. The 30th anniver-

sary of the Brown decision and the 20th

anniversary of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

were marked with celebration and testi-

mony to their meaning and importance.

As Thomas Sowell notes in the introduc-

tion to his latest book. Civil Rights: Rheto-

ric or Reality?, this year is also an appro-

priate time for "an open and frank recon-

sideration of what has been done, and

what is being done, in the name of civil

lights."

In (he case of civil rights this sort of

introspection is especially difficult. Few-

debates of public policy have been con-

ducted on such an emotional and personal

level. Sowell acknowledges the "embit-

tered atmosphere" of the current civil

rights debate and notes that this latest

book was written not for "pleasure" but

out of "a painful duty." Sowell believes,

however, that something must be said

about the redefinition of "civil rights"

over the past three decades.

Civil rights, Sowell argues, was origi-

nally understood to mean the fair and

impartial treatment of all individuals, re-

gardless of their race, sex, religion or any

other social categorization. Their primary

concern was to give the individual free-

dom to pursue his interests, unencum-

bered by invidious social distinctions or

David A. Schwarz is the assistant manag-

ing editor o/A'cw Perspectives and a stalT

member in the Office of Programs and
Policy, I '.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

state-sponsored discrimination. "The civil

rights movement of the 1950s and the

1960s fulfilled the vision of equality and

opportunity first articulated by the found-

ing fathers—that all men are equal under

the law, deserving of no special privileges

or onerous burdens. Though long in com-

ing, the movement realized the goal of

color-blind social policy by removing

standards of classification based on race.

"Judge our children by any standard you

see fit," said Thurgood Marshall when he

argued on behalf of the plaintiffs in the

landmark Brown case, "but do not classify

them solely on the basis of race."

Both Brown and the Civil Rights Act of

1964 were tangible manifestations of

those goals. In fact, their specific intent

was to insure that all employment, hous-

ing and education decisions be made with-

out regard to race. Senator Humphrey, as

Sowell points out, emphasized this during

the debate over the Civil Rights Act ol

1964 when he assured his colleagues that

it would "not require an employer to

achieve any kind of racial balance in his

work force by giving preferential treat-

ment to any individual or group."

Color-blindness was, therefore, the

means and the end. Removing qualifica-

tions based on race and making those

distinctions illegal ultimately brought

about achievement of the desired goal.

Yet what began as a movement for a color-

blind society has become a movement for

the adoption of color-conscious methods

to correct inequalities. What happened?

And why?

Sowell argues that the shift in the move-

ment's goals—from the protection of

equal opportunity of individuals to the

assurance of equal group results—was

not, as many assumed, an unnatural evo-

lution. It was, rather, the inevitable result

of a determinist vision of the world, a

vision that saw all inequalities as the

product of forces outside our individual

control. This cause-and-effect vision of

the way "society" rules our destinies is the

basic presupposition of what Sowell calls

the civil rights vision
—

"not only a moral

vision of the way the world should be in

the future, but also a cause-and-effect vi-

sion of the way the world is today."

Though not immediately apparent, this

deterministic vision was implicitly ac-

cepted by many from the beginning of the

civil rights movement. To baseless and

racist allegations concerning the innate

inferiority of blacks (e.g., pseudo-

scientific testimony concerning brain

sizes), NAACP lawyers responded that

statistics on black crime, disease, out-of-

wedlock births and academic failure were

attributable to the oppression of blacks by

white "society."

Color blindness was the
means and the end.

Sowell argues that the Supreme Court

accepted these assumptions in the land-

mark Brown decision when it cited "mod-
ern authority" (sociological evidence tes-

tifying to segregation's deleterious ef-

fects) to prove that "separate" was inher-

ently "unequal" because it caused black

children to feel inferior and that these

feelings had a demonstrably negative im-

pact on black academic achievement. The

remedies that flowed from these conclu-

sions led, according to Sowell, to a num-
ber of unanticipated consequences, in-

cluding desegregation through busing.

"If it was separation that made schools

inferior, thereby violating the Fourteenth

Amendment, then only 'integrated'

schools could provide 'equality' in educa-

tion," said Sowell.

Yet the logic of the Brown decision,

whether recognized or not at the time,

had implications more far-reaching than

initially imagined. At first, statistics con-

cerning black academic under-

achievement were seen as the product of

an undeniable social fact—segregated
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schools. Bui by the mid-1960s, the persis-

tence of statistical inequalities between

blacks and whites, not just in education

but in income and occupation, were inter-

preted as weighty presumptive evidence

of the presence of discrimination. Eventu-

ally, inequalities, not only between blacks

and whites, but between the sexes and

different ethnic and racial groups, were

perceived as the product of a similar form

of discrimination.

According to the civil rights vision, sta-

tistical disparities—whether in income,

occupation, test scores, education, hous-

ing, or any other index of social well-

being—are measurements of moral ine-

qualities caused by "society." In other

words, absent the influence of any act of

discrimination (a culturally biased test, a

racist or sexist hiring procedure, etc.), all

racial, sexual and ethnic groups should

eventually achieve a roughly equivalent

distribution on statistical social

measurements.

Because the civil rights vision dicho-

tomizes the range of causal factors into

heredity or environment, those who reject

theories of biological determinism are ul-

timately led, as Sowell points out, to the

Lockian notion that individuals enter the

world as blank slates upon which society

writes what it will.

"Given the civil rights premise that sta-

tistical disparities are moral inequalities

caused by social institutions, with group

characteristics being derivative from the

surrounding society, it follows," writes

Sowell, "that the solutions are basically

political—changing laws and public per-

ceptions." Thus, political activity, either

through elected office, legislative action

or through the courts and administrative

agencies, is, according to the vision, indis-

pensible not only to remove the obvious

forms of discrimination, but to root out

the more subtle, pervasive forms of "insti-

tutional" racism—ways of making neutral

decisions that appear to perpetuate

"past" inequities.

"Don't blame the victim"
is a "mindless cliche."

The logic of the civil rights vision influ-

enced a series of major Supreme Court

decisions on education and employment

discrimination, including the Bakke and

Weber cases. Had it not been for prior

discrimination, reasoned four justices in

the Bakke case, Alan Bakke may not have

been able to out-perform the minority

candidates he scored above on pre-med

tests. By a similar process of deduction,

the Court concluded that Brian Weber, a

white steelworker rejected from a job-

training program because of his race,

would not have been able to compete

successfully with his black colleagues for

the same training program, for "only lack

of skill" or senioritv of the minority steel-

workers was the product of some "pur-

poseful discrimination in the past."

Essentially, Sowell argues, the vision

rejects the idea of individual choice and

moral freedom and sees "society" as the

oppressor and the individual as the "vic-

tim." "Don't blame the victim" is, as So-

well points out, one of a number of

"mindless cliches" essential to the civil

rights vision—a notion that divests the

individual of any responsibility for his suc-

cess or failure.

Sowell rejects the simplistic formula of

the civil rights vision and all of its conclu-

sions about how society shapes individual

choices and measurable performance. He
contends that neither biological nor social

determinism can adequately explain

group differences. His point is that mem-
bers of ethnic and racial groups make
different choices based on both individual

experience and cultural history. People,

he argues, have more control over their

destinies than the vision imagines. And no

single factor, including discrimination,

can adequately account for wide inter-

group disparities in income, education or

<jc i upation.

Foi Sowell, discrimination is one more

concept that <an be tested empirically b

takes, its place as one of a number ol

fa< tors—including agi geographical loca-

tion, immigration patterns. famiK size and

behavior patterns and education (both in

terms of quautits and quahtv)—that ma\

or may not contribute to group su< < ess 01

failure. One cannot conclude, he argues,

that the presence of discrimination alone

will necessarih result in group disparities

Nor can one assume the converse: that the

persistence of group disparities signals

the presence of discrimination. Though
both corollaries are essential to the civil

rights vision, neither holds up under close

scrutiny.

Sowell has raised these issues in several

of his earlier books

—

Ethnic America,

Markets and Minorities, and The Eco-

nomics and Politics of Race—to demon-
strate the importance of cultural and his-

torical influences on the distribution of

wealth and education. People, he con-

tends, simplv do not shed centuries of

culture when thev immigrate. Nor can dis-

crimination, he argues, even begin to ac-

count for group disparities in income and

occupation. Despite the prevailing as-

sumptions about the correlation between

racial discrimination and inequality, black

West Indians have done better than cer-

tain groups of whites in this country and

generally earn significantlv higher in-

comes than black Americans. While both

Chinese and Jews have known intense dis-

crimination both here and abroad, thev

have also been conspicuously successful.

Though the Chinese minority in southeast

Asia has been and continues to be the

target of legalized discrimination (bans

and restrictions on land ownership, resi-

dence and education are common in Ma-

laysia. Indonesia. Thailand and the

Philippines), thev have managed to ac-

quire a majoritv of the nation's invest-

ments in kev industries in those countries.

In short, numerous examples contradict-
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ing the i ml rights vision abound. Those

ih.ii challenge the vision's axiomatic rela-

tionship between discrimination and

socio-economic disadvantage are, .is So-

ivcll points <nit. virtually, ignored.

Furthermore, Sowell writes, patterns of

occupation and education among ethnic

groups often repeal themselves in othei

countries. Chinese are not only dispro-

portionate!) represented in engineering

and scientific occupations in this country

but internationally as well. [Tie enormous

differences in income between Jews and

Hispanics (in the United States as well as

in IlispaiiH countries where [ews earn

more than non-Jews) ,uu\ between Chi-

nese pei sous .uid pei sons of Anglo-Saxon

desc cm in the United States are two exam-

ples thai nia\ reveal more about the influ-

ence of education, family behavioi pat-

terns and work habits than about the

pi iwer ol disi 1 11 1 11 1 uit ion.

The most dramatic
testimony to the civil

rights vision'sfailure is

the inability of its pro-
posed solutions to

materially improve the
economic status oflower
class blacks.

Sowell has also demonstrated that con-

( lusions drawn from gross statistical com-

parisons between white and black Ameri-

cans are larger) illusory. Black college-

ediuated couples, for example, have fam-

il\ mi onies identical to then white count-

er p. ii is Sm prisingh . i eccnt black college

giaduaies acluallv i ommand slighlh

higher salaries than their white peers. So-

well also points out that female

black/whm wages are roughly equiva-

lent—a fact commonly ignored by civil

rights activists decrying the pernicious ef-

fec is ( >l dis( rimination on income.

1 Ik vision, as Sowell argues, has not

only failed to properly diagnose the

causes ol social and economic inequali-

ties; the political solutions chosen to cor-

rect these perceived disparities have pro-

vided further evidence testifying to the

failure of the vision. He notes that the

economic rise ol minorities prci 'cried pas-

sage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

that upward trends were accelerated nei-

ther by quotas nor through legislative ac-

tion. In fact. Sowell suggests that certain

pre- 1964 economic gains made by blacks

Here more dramatic than those following

the passage of the major civil rights legis-

lation of the 1960s.

Sou ell contends that blacks have made
significant progress in the past three dec-

ades largely without the help of govern-

ment intervention. Why is it, Sowell asks,

that a "discussion of positive achieve-

ments by blacks be a source of embarrass-

ment, much less resentment, on the part

of black leaders? Because many of these

positive achievements occurred in u.ns

that completely undermine the civil rights

vision." The negative features of black

life, he argues, are more suitable as poli-

tical currency when bargaining for larger

political demands.

Perhaps the most dramatic testimony to

the vision's failure is the inability of its

proposed solutions to materially improve

the economic status of lower-class blacks.

In fact, Sowell argues thai affirmative ac-

tion may actually have worsened the prob-

lems of minority employment. "What is

truly surprising—and relatively ignored

—

is the economic impact of affirmative ac-

tion on the disadvantaged, for whom it is

most insistently invoked. The relative po-

sition of disadvantaged individuals within

the groups signaled out for preferential

treatment has gencrallv rice lined under

afliimat iv e ac lion . " Sowell also points out

that more governmen I resmirc es an nee I at

(tiding discrimination will not even begin

to assuage the problems of this nation's

growing black underclass. The tragedv ol

affirmative action, he contends, goes be-

vniid its failure to materially improve (he-

state of black Americans. The era of pref-

erential treatment has also been the era ol

increasing and permanent black vouth un-

employment, high school drop-out rates

and teenage pregnancies.

While Sowell sees the perceived bene-

fits of race-conscious employment poli-

cies as minimal at best, he says the actual

dangers presented by volatile experi-

ments in social engineering are potenti-

allv disastcrous. Preferential treatment,

Sowell argues, often diminishes the real

successes of minorities by conveying the

impression that members of protected

classes "weren't good enough" to make it

without help from the government. Fur-

thermore, there is "still more reason to

fear the long-term consequences of polar-

izing the nation. Resentments do not ac-

cumulate indefinitely without conse-

quences." "Many racial policies." Sowell

concludes ominously, "continually add to

the pile of combustible material, which

only needs the right political arsonist to

set it off."

At the heart of his objection is the belief

that laws passed to protect individuals

from discrimination should not be used to

make economic policy. "Civil rights are

fundamental to a free society and to hu-

man dignity." They are "important in and

of themselves, and not as a miracle ingre-

dient from which to expect great eco-

nomic or educational changes in accor-

dance with particular social theories. Civil

rights have not failed' or remained 'illu-

sory' because the economic or social con-

sequences predicted bv those theories

have not materialized. It is, after all, possi-

ble that those theories have failed."

The point which Sowell makes repeat-

edly throughout Civil Rights is that "the

struggle for civil rights was fought and

won—at great cost—two decades ago."

Civil rights, he contends, must not be

taken for granted nor abused. "But civil
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rights are not protected nor enhanced by

the growing practice of calling every issue

raised by 'spokesmen' for minority, fe-

male, elderly, or any other group a 'civil

rights' issue. The right to vote is a civil

right. The right to win is not. Equal treat-

ment does not mean equal results. Every-

thing desirable is not a civil right."

"Equal treatment does
not mean equal results.

Everything desirable is

not a civil right."

As one would expect, Sowell has had

more than his share of critics. As he notes

in the epilogue of Civil Rights—entitled

"The Degeneration of the Racial Contro-

versy"—there has been a tendency among
many civil rights activists to avoid the key

issues by personally attacking Sowell or to

make strawmen of his arguments. Evi-

dence—once essential to the cause of civil

rights—is increasingly ignored. "Whether

it is low test scores or high crime rates, the

first order of business is to dismiss the

evidence and discredit those w ho bring it.

Unvarnished facts are today more likely to

arouse suspicion and hostility than any

joyous anticipation of more ammunition

for the good fight."

Attempts to discuss group characteris-

tics not readily quantifiable but nonethe-

less critical are usually dismissed "as evi-

dence only of the bias or bigotry of the

observer." "Stereotypes," Sowell writes,

"is the magic word that makes thinking

about such things unnecessary." And yet

these factors—work habits, discipline, re-

liability, sobriety, cleanliness and cooper-

ative attitude—are indispensible indices

that help calculate the success or failure of

ethnic or racial groups.

Though sometimes harsh in his criti-

cism, Sowell has forced civil rights advo-

cates to take a hard look at what has, and

has not, been accomplished in the three

decades since the struggle for racial equal-

ity began. In Civil Rights: Rhetoric or

Reality? Sowell takes an important step

toward redefining the terms of the civil

rights debate. Perhaps this sort of intro-

spection was inevitable, for as time and

experience has shown, the vision has

failed to promote social progress for those

in most critical need of help. As Sowell

points out in the conclusion of Civil

Rights, no vision of the world can ade-

quatelv explain all reality. Indeed, visions

that claim such omniscience can often be-

come ideological prisons, preventing

rather than encouraging the pursuit of

satisfactory solutions to urgent social

problems. £t
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Thinking Realistically
about Integration

bv Max Green

SCHOOL DESEGREGATION AND
BLACK ACHIEVEMENT
National Institute of Education.

U.S.Department of Education, May 1984.

224 pp.

The National Institute of Edu-

cation, the research arm of

the Department of Education,

recenll\ published School Desegregation

and Black Achievement, a collection of

papers that addresses one of the great

social science questions of our time: Does

racial integration raise the achievement

levels of black students?

Public interest in this question was first

raised, of course, by the series of court

cases that challenged the Plessy v. Fergu-

son doctrine of "separate but equal" as it

u.is applied to public schools. As far back

as the 1930s, the NAACP brought suits

demanding equal input—equal expendi-

tures, facilities, etc.—into black schools

with the expectation that equalization

would improve the performance of black

students. That battle was won in the

courts.

The NAACP then took its argument

one step further and argued in Brown i

Board ofEducation that no matter what

the input, segregated black schools were

inherently unequal. The Supreme Court

was unanimous in believing that segre-

gated schools were unconstitutional. But

they were faced with a choice of grounds

upon which their ruling should rest. The
Court ruled that assignment by race was

Max Green is executive editor of New-

Perspectives and Assistant Stall Director

for Programs and Policv at the L '.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights.

self-evidentl) unequal treatment and

therefore in clear violation of the 14th

Amendment. But it also relied, at least in

part, on social science findings as to the

effect of segregated schools on the

"hearts and minds" of the black children.

The Court referred to social science stud-

ies by psychologist Kenneth Clark and

others which purported to show that black

children who attended segregated schools

had lower self-esteem than those who
went to integrated schools. It was hypoth-

esized that these feelings of inferiorit)

lowered black students' aspirations and

thereby, their academic achievement. The
conclusion: separate but equal was a

fiction.

Integration is not and
never has been held to be
a constitutional require-

ment when there has not
been afinding of
segregation.

As commentators at the time and since

have noted, resting the decision about the

meaning of Constitutional language on

"modern authority" (Chief Justice Earl

Warren's words) is riskv business. Toda\ s

social science wisdom could turn out to be

tomorrow's folly.

In this particular instance, there was

cause from the outset to doubt the find-

ings of the studies relied on by the Court.

For example, Ernest Van Den Haag
pointed out in court testimony in a subse-

quent case, using Professor Clark's own

measure of self-esteem (e.g.—whether a

child preferred a black or white doll), that

research indicated that black students in

integrated schools had a lower sense of

self-worth than black students in segre-

gated schools.

Whethei integration has any effect

—

positive or negative—on black achieve-

ment is not an academic matter of concern

only to legal scholars. Assuming, as the

Court properly held in Brown that segre-

gation is unconstitutional, the obvious

remedy for a violation is a desegregation

order prohibiting the assignment of stu-

dents on the basis of race. As lawyers for

the NAACP argued in Broun, what the

Constitution required is the striking down
of race as a basis of assignment: "do not

assign [students] ... on the basis of

race .... If you have some other ba-

sis, . . . anv other basis, we have no objec-

tion. But just do not put in race or color as

a factor."

Though often used interchangeably,

"desegregation" and "integration" are

not synonymous. Desegregation is the dis-

mantling of an assignment system based

on race, whereas integration requires a

positive effort at racial balancing. While it

may be within the equitable powers of the

courts to order integration as a remedy

upon a finding of illegal segregation, inte-

gration is not and never has been held to

be a constitutional requirement when

there has not been a finding of segrega-

tion. Therefore, it must be judged by dif-

ferent criteria than constitutionally-

mandated desegregation. With respect to

any integration order, we need to ask two

separate and distinct questions. One, will

it increase the number of whites and

blacks that attend schools together? Two,

will it benefit the black students whose

constitutional rights have been violated?

If not, it is an inappropriate remedy.

Since the time of Brown, the body of

social science research on the latter ques-

tion has swollen. But, the conclusions of

the studies have varied enormously. It was

for this reason that the NIE decided to

convene a panel of social scientists to

analyze past studies on this subject. The
panel included two scholars (Robert Grain

and Paul Wortman) who concluded from

their own studies that integration had pos-

itive effects on black achievement; two

(David Armor and Norman Miller) who
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found negative dice is; and two (Herbert

Walberg and Walter Stephan) who discov-

ered no significant effects. The seventh

panel member, Thomas Cook, served as a

methodological policeman.

The panel as a body first weeded out

methodologically weak studies. Among
the '11 reasons for eliminating a study

from further consideration were unknown
sampling procedures, no control data and

different kinds of pre- and post-tests. Out

of the 157 studies that were initially re-

viewed, all but 19 failed to pass method-

ological muster, proof in and of itself of

the perils of putting too much faith in the

results of one, or even 100 research

reports.

The 19 studies that survived the cut

were individually analyzed and an analysis

of these analyses was made by Cook. It

was hoped that such an attempt at individ-

ual analysis within the discipline of the

group—with its built-in requirement of

discussion, proofs, criticism and rebut-

tal—would constitute a significant im-

provement over previous attempts to

draw conclusions from the research litera-

ture. With everyone looking over each

other's shoulders, each researcher would

be as objective as possible, and reach only

those conclusions that rigorous research

required.

While the panel was not asked to ad-

dress the question of self-esteem, two of

the panelists—Miller and Stephan

—

discussed the issue in their papers and

concluded that integrated schools have no

positive effect on either self-concept or

level of academic aspiration. Miller re-

ported that recent research shows that "if

school desegregation does affect the self-

esteem of black children, its effects, at

least initially, are more likely adverse than

positive." In so far as academic aspiration

is concerned, he found that the research

results were mixed. In any event, Miller

noted that "researchers today would em-
phasize the impact of school outcomes

(academic performance and achievement)

in forming personality oi creating

( hanges in it, rather than a (ausal pattern

in which < hanges in personality i ause sub-

sequeni slnlis m performance."

On the main question of educational

achievement, the subject ol the study,

there was a variety of views:

Armor: "The conclusion is inescapable:

the very best studies available demon-

strate no significant and consistent effects

of desegregation on black achievement."

Walberg: "School desegregation does

not appear promising in the size or consis-

tency of its effect on learning of black

students."

Stephan: "These results appear to indi-

cate that verbal achievement improves

somewhat but math achievement shows

little effect as a result of desegregation."

Miller: "The desegregation studies that

met the NIE minimal criteria show some

moderate academic benefit to black chil-

dren when they attend desegregated

schools .... the magnitude of these ef-

fects translates into the rather trivial in-

crease of about twenty points on the l\ pi-

ca] SAT
Wortman: "The effect size found in

both (math and reading) analvs-

es . . . . indicates about a two-month gain

or benefit for desegregated students."

Cook, the methodological watchdog:

"desegregation—probably does not in-

crease math achievement it probably

raises reading scores between two and six

weeks."

Of the seven panelists, only Grain came

to significantly different conclusions. And
he was specifically criticized by four of his

colleagues for using the data of studies

that the others threw out for methodolog-

ical deficiencies. Both Armor and Cook

pointed out that if these weak studies were

eliminated from Grain's analysis, his con-

clusions would have been roughly equiva-

lent to those of other panel members.

Assuming the NIE study to be defini-

tive, which it isn't, these conclusions

would be discouraging to those who have

loi ovei a quartei <>i .< century touted

integration as an effec nw- tool for improv-

ing black academic achievement It seems
to do nothing to improve die mathemati-

cal skills of black students. And assuming

that it does raise reading skills b) two i"

six weeks, that will just begin to t lose the

more than one year gap now separating

white and black children

In fact, even this minimal gain may be-

an illusion. Most studies thai were re-

Mewed showed no effects whatsoever.

This may mean, as David Armor sugg'

that the few studies that reported large

eflects were picking up the impact of spe-

cial educational programs that were im-

plemented simultaneous!) with integra-

tion plans.

Also, the most effective plans were vol-

untary. So. for all we know at the present

time, court-mandated, involuntary inte-

gration plans have no positive effect on

black students' performance.

As several of the panelists remarked,

the NIE studv is by no means definitive. In

fact. Cook said he had little confidence

that we know much about how desegrega-

tion affects reading and he rejects the

assumption that the studies reflect actual

populations. While the NIE studv does

not close the book on integration re-

search, it certainlv should give pause to

courts which have demanded that school

systems integrate on what mav be an un-

substantiated assumption that integration

will help black children learn, n
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1 tic- I'.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a

temporary, independent, bipartisan agenc)

first established by Congress in 1957 and rces-

tablished in 1983 ii is dire ted to

Investigate complaints alleging denial <il the

n Kin iii son- In reason ul race, color, religion,

sex. age, handicap, "i national origin <' bj

reason ol fraudulenl practices;

Study and collect information concerning legal

developments constituting a denial ol <-i|iial

priilri'tion ol the laws unilel the ('.olislilulion

because ol race, color, religion, sex, age, liand-

icap, in national origin, oi in the administra-

tion ofjustice;

Appraise Fedccal laws and policies with respect

to the denial of equal protection of the laws

because of race, color, religion, sex. age, hand-

icap, or national origin, or in the administra-

IIOII nt |llSll< •'.

Si i m .is a ii,i|iiiii.i1 t leannghouse Inr iniorma-

tion concerning denials ol equal protection ol

the laws because of race, color, religion, sex.

indicap, or natnni.il m ivi in; and

Submit reports, findings, and recommenda-

iii uis co the l"ii- Mdi-iii and Congress
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